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SOMMARIO
Lo scopo di questa tesi è quantificare i benefici economici della gestione dei progetti di costruzione
sfruttando il BIM e il potenziale di interoperabilità. La crescente sofisticazione dei progetti di
costruzione richiede analisi approfondite e sforzi per progettare nuovi flussi di lavoro, strutture
organizzative, procedure e altri strumenti critici per la gestione efficiente delle attività di costruzione.
Nella filiera Architettura, Ingegneria, Costruzione e Operazioni (AECO), ci sono grandi aspettative per
la digitalizzazione e il Building Information Modeling (BIM). L'obiettivo finale della implementazione
del BIM e della cosiddetta “rivoluzione digitale” è facilitare e garantire l'arricchimento del modello BIM
creato durante la fase di progettazione sino alla consegna del modello as-built ai fini del funzionamento
e della gestione delle risorse.
Il BIM è il fattore abilitante di un'interazione senza soluzione di continuità tra le varie controparti
interessate in un progetto di costruzione. Questo spiega l'urgente necessità di intraprendere un processo
di cambiamento che apre molteplici opportunità per ideare nuovi metodi ora possibili dopo aver
implementato la metodologia BIM nelle pratiche di gestione della costruzione. Un altro obiettivo di
questa tesi è quello di approfondire la comprensione teorica del contenuto e della prospettiva del valore
aziendale del BIM approfondendo i problemi attuali e suggerire soluzioni. Per portare prove della
situazione attuale e della possibile via da seguire, sono state condotte ricerche di mercato, analisi
documentali e interviste con esperti.
Una quantità significativa di dati e competenze è tenuta segreta all'interno di organizzazioni e progetti,
impedendo che venga sfruttata al massimo delle sue potenzialità. È necessaria una soluzione a lungo
termine e onnicomprensiva che consenta la conciliazione delle carenze in termini di prestazioni di
interoperabilità tra progetti e imprese. Il modello BIM prodotto in fase di progettazione rimane inutile
nelle fasi successive. I professionisti dell'edilizia utilizzano per lo più metodi tradizionali e/o tecnologie
innovative non necessariamente basate sul modello BIM prodotto dai progettisti. Pertanto, il suo utilizzo
nella gestione del progetto di costruzione è rimasta indietro.
Sfruttando gli schemi di dati aperti, sono stati sviluppati meta-modelli logici a supporto della gestione
dei progetti di costruzione. Le informazioni sulla pianificazione dei costi e sulla pianificazione
temporale hanno ricevuto un'attenzione significativa al fine di contribuire allo sviluppo del BIM 4D e
5D. Modificare le Definizioni di Visualizzazione del Modello (MVD) esistenti con l'MVD nativo di
ciascun software e tentare di renderle open source sarebbe un vantaggio economico utile per l'industria
AECO in generale. Per massimizzare l'interoperabilità, openBIM deve essere riprogettato, perché la
connessione e lo scambio di dati tra diverse organizzazioni deve avvenire attraverso la specifica
OpenAPI (OAS), che consente le connessioni di tutte le applicazioni in grado di comunicare con i servizi
web. Questo è un livello tecnologico che è molto più alto di quello che è noto semplicemente come
"openBIM".
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Questa tesi rifiuta infine l'"ottimismo tecnocratico" (BIM hype) che domina l'attuale ricerca sul BIM e
suscita importanti domande sulle implicazioni di tale linea sullo sviluppo dell'analisi. Pertanto,
incoraggia i responsabili politici a ridefinire l’attuale processo di costruzione che resta molto
tradizionale. La visione a tendere della tesi indica la necessità di integrare persone, risorse e pratiche
commerciali al fine di ottenere una maggiore efficienza.
Parole chiave: Mercato belga, Valore aziendale, Building Information Modeling Construction Project
Management, Interoperabilità
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ABSTRACT
In Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Operations (AECO), there are high expectations for
digitalisation and Building Information Modelling (BIM). The purpose of this dissertation is to quantify
the economic benefits of construction project management leveraging BIM and interoperability
potential. The ultimate objective of digital construction is to ensure the enrichment of the BIM model
created during the design phase and the delivery of the as-built model for the purpose of operation and
asset management. The increasing sophistication of construction projects requires extensive analysis
and efforts to design new workflows, organisational structures, procedures, and other critical tools for
the efficient management of construction activities.
BIM is the enabler of seamless interaction between the various stakeholders in a construction project.
This explains the urgent need and opens multiple opportunities to devise novel methods for
implementing the BIM methodology into construction management practices. The aim of this
dissertation is to deepen the theoretical understanding of the content and perspective of the business
value of BIM and to elaborate on the current problems and suggesting solutions. To bring evidence to
the current situation and the possible way forward, I have conducted market research, desk analysis and
expert interviews.
A significant amount of data and expertise is kept secret within organisations and projects, preventing
it from being exploited to its full potential. There is a need for a long-term, all-encompassing tool that
enables conciliation of interoperability performance shortfalls across projects and companies. The BIM
model produced during the design phase remains useless in the subsequence phases. Construction
professionals use mostly traditional methods, and/or innovative technologies not necessarily based on
the BIM model produced by the designers. Therefore, the incorporation of construction project
management has lagged behind. The AECO sector has placed a strong emphasis on the project context,
but the economics of the transition to a digital environment have been overshadowed.
Leveraging open data schemas, logical meta-models supporting construction project management were
developed. cost schedule information and time schedule information were given significant care in order
to contribute to the development of 4D and 5D BIM. Modifying the existing Model View Definitions
(MVD) with each software's native MVD and attempting to make them open source would be a
worthwhile economic advantage for the AECO industry at large. To maximise interoperability,
openBIM must be reengineered, because the connection and exchange of data between different
organisations needs to take place through the OpenAPI Specification (OAS), which enables the
connections of all applications capable of communicating with web services. This is a technological
level which is much higher than what is known simply as "openBIM".
This dissertation rejects the "technocratic optimism" (BIM hype) which dominates current BIM research
and raises important questions about the implications of such a trajectory on the development of analysis.
Thus, it encourages the policymakers to redefine the contemporary, very traditional building process.
This aims to integrate people, resources, and business practices in order to achieve more efficiency.
Keywords: Belgian Market, Business Value, Building Information Modelling Construction Project
Management, Interoperability
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Operations (AECO), industry is rapidly evolving and
developing nowadays. Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) is an innovative method of project management
that has been adopted by the AEC and Facility Management (FM) industries. This method aims to
integrate people, systems, business structures and practises into a process that collaboratively leverages
the talents and insights of all participants to optimise project results, increase owner value, reduce waste,
and maximise efficiency throughout the entire design, fabrication, and construction phases. The new
plan that the IPD is using to achieve these goals is called Building information Modelling (BIM).
Notwithstanding the fact that it is estimated by McKinsey Global Institute (2017) to have expenses of
$14 trillion by the year 2025, the construction industry has only seen a rise in labour productivity* of
one percent annually on average over the past two decades. This is significantly lower than the overall
economy's rate of 2.8 percent and manufacturing's rate of 3.6 percent (McKinsey Global Institute, 2017).
Žiga Turk, et al., (2022) has identified infusing digital technology to be one of the ways to tackle the
root causes that underline the poor productivity growth of the industry (Turk, et al., 2022). Mario Caputi
(2022) argues his to be published book “Linee Guida BIM per top manager e operatori economici” the
misunderstanding of the term openBIM and interoperability. In the BIM-based digital revolution, many
interpret interoperability as “data integration and linkage”. The fact that the open Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC) data format can be read by different software, does not mean that is can be considered
interoperable (Caputi, 2022).
BIM is a contemporary method of intelligently managing project information that offers numerous
advantages over traditional methods. As a result, an increasing number of nations and companies are
making the switch from traditional workflows to BIM. The AECO industry is optimistic about the
prospects offered by digitisation† and BIM. The interest is reflected in the popularity of terms like
business value and BIM. As a result, companies are compelled to postpone projects and incur additional
costs as a result of the slow adoption of innovative software applications. Because of this lack of
productivity, the construction industry continues to be more conservative than other industries. On the
other hand, both the practical and theoretical understanding of its content and perspective are
characterised by the positivism and rationalism that are promoted by the industry. Although several
governments have researched this problem, no real improvements have been made. (Shelton, et al.,
2016) Geno Armstrong and Clay Gilge’s research (2016) found that the construction industry has been
slow to adopt new technologies for two main reasons: (1) the perceived benefits do not match up with
the costs and risks; (2) many companies do not want to use new methods (Armstrong & Gilge, 2016).

*

Measuring productivity is challenging. McKinsey used gross value added as a measure and used sector deflators to account for price
fluctuations. The analysis refers to 41 countries that generate 96 percent of global GDP.
†
It is important to have a thorough understanding of the distinction between the terms "digitisation" and "digitalisation". The process of shifting
from analogue to digital form, often data or documents, is referred to as digitisation. This means that an analogue process is converted into a
digital form, but the process itself does not undergo any changes that are different in kind. The use of digital technologies to alter a company's
business model in order to create new revenue and value-producing opportunities is what is meant when digitalisation is mentioned. (Gartner
Glossary, n.d.)
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1.1.

Problem statement

It is abundantly evident that the AECO industry traditional procurement processes are insufficient to
meet the current problems. BIM is becoming increasingly popular as a solution to challenges in the
AECO industry. Here are the three types of problems that can arise when using BIM to manage a
construction project: (1) Problems of Project Management in AECO industry; (2) Problems of BIM as
Project Management Methodology; (3) Problems in managing the BIM Process.
A massive amount of meta-data is generated during the construction process. There is not enough
coordination, the exchange of meta-data is causing a plenty of issues. Nowadays, documents and
drawings are commonly used to transmit meta-data. Figure 1 depicts the traditional flow of information
that occurs between all parties involved in the construction process. BIM is a new approach to IPD, with
many processes not yet defined. Implementation of BIM-based project management includes social
challenges and obstacles. They depend on the people involved in the project. In the implementation, 12
obstacles can be distinguished, which are related to successful adoption and/or collaboration in BIM and
integrated design: (1) Cost, (2) Interoperability; (3) Responsibility; (4) Workflow; (5) Firm Culture; (6)
Number of Models; (7) Autonomy; (8) Education; (9) Communication; (10) technological Challenges;
(11) Trust; (12) Working in Teams (Deutsch, 2011).

Figure 1 – Information sharing between different stakeholders using traditional methods
With BIM-based project management, there is a distinct need to generate, optimise and manage the flow
of activities throughout the project life cycle. In my dissertation, I will focus on effective techniques of
communication and collaboration, openBIM data models, and a framework of construction project
management workflow-related tasks.
1.2.

Insights in the business value of BIM

Increasing interest in the term "business value" of BIM is a reflection of the high expectations for BIM.
Mooney et al. (1996), Melville et al. (2004), and Kohli and Grover (2008) have investigated the business
value of Information Systems (IS). To boost the use of BIM in the AEC, McGraw-Hill, in partnership
with funding partners, BIM software vendors, and consultants, has introduced the term "business value"
since 2009. Based on studies of BIM users, they promote the commercial benefits of BIM. The term
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"business value" in BIM is characterised by a bias toward rationality and positivism yet remains vague
and unclear. For example, the business value of BIM is described in terms of a variety of concepts,
ranging from overall value, internal benefits, business benefits, business value to player value, and
includes a wide range of estimates (McGraw-Hill, 2009), (McGraw-Hill, 2010), (McGraw-Hill, 2012).
Furthermore, the circumstances surrounding the business value of BIM, such as enablers and obstacles,
are neglected. Seldom are barriers to business value addressed; when they are, they are characterised as
"limiting the ability to achieve better results" and they are afterwards referred to as "top approaches to
increase BIM, business value, and business benefits." The problems also relate more to external market
variables (such as a lack of interoperability amongst software packages) than to any challenges of the
actual BIM implementation itself. There is no further analysis or problematization of the business value
of BIM and the associated challenges that come with it. Nevertheless, the reports and the business value
of BIM have gained a lot of attention in practise (e.g. (BIM Task Group, 2012)) as well as research (e.g.
(Succar, 2009), (Becerik-Gerber & Rice, 2010), (Barlish & Sullivan, 2012), and (Eadie, et al., 2013)).
In total, the reports by McGraw-Hill have been mentioned in over 400 research studies. Bilal Succar,
Kristan Barlish and Kenneth Sullivan who have had a substantial amount of influence on AEC research
are the ones who have relied on the optimistically biased perspective of the business value of BIM.
The fact that McGraw-Hill (2009, 2010, and 2012) has an economic interest in encouraging more BIM
use makes it not unexpected given that the reports were created with the purpose of promoting the
increased use of BIM. However, the commercial industry actors' view of the business value of BIM
appears to have gained authority and influence (hegemony) over AECO research. This interpretation is
favourably oriented toward BIM's benefits. Accordingly, there is a necessity for the creation of a
theoretical understanding of the business value of BIM. The above understanding should not only
broaden people's understanding of the term and its implications for research and application, but it
should also reflect on, problematize, and extend the current rational and positivistic understanding of
the content and perspective of BIM. The purpose of this dissertation is to close this knowledge gap.
Drawing on IS theory may thus provide useful insights for developing both a theoretical understanding
of the business value of BIM and a practical understanding of its implications for the development of
competence, strategizing, business models, and decision-making in the AECO industry. It is possible
that this will also allow commercial actors in the AECO industry to expand their current limited but
hopeful view of the business value of BIM.
1.3.

Aims and research questions

This analysis aims to explore the optimisation of BIM-based construction project management within
the Belgian AECO industry and subsequently narrow down the research field. This analysis includes a
literature review of possible applications and knowledge for an exploration of optimisation of BIMbased construction project management. To make a real practical contribution in this domain, the current
limitations in the Belgian AECO industry will be mapped (AS-IS). In order to increase the reliability of
the optimisation, market research will be carried out and the results will be assessed in order to gather
practical information within Belgium. The proposed new business process will be set up with the aim
of generating economical added value for the Belgian construction sector, which counts 10% of Belgian
enterprises and represents more than 7% of total employment in Belgium (FPS Economy, 2021).
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Ultimately, expert interviews will be used to draw up a business process reengineering and to find an
answer to the main research question, which is as follows:
“How to leverage interoperability to maximize the business value of BIM in construction
project management within the Belgian AECO industry?”
Moreover, several sub-questions need to be answered in order to contribute to answering the main
question. These sub-research questions are as follows:
•
•

•
1.4.

SRQ1: How is the business value of BIM considered by Belgian AECO professionals, and what
characteristics are seen as challenges and obstacles to the business value perceptions of BIM?
SRQ2: What are the software limitations for construction project management, and what is the
importance of the Model View Definition (MVD)? How does the current interoperability by
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) meta data model relate to the use for construction project
management?
SRQ3: How might a digital solution optimise construction project management?
Dissertation structure

Figure 2 presents the overall structure of this dissertation which has three main parts as described below.
•

•

Part I: Context, motivations, and objectives includes two chapters: (1) General introduction;
(2) Literature review; that explain the motivations, presents the research questions and main
objectives of this dissertation.
Part II: Methodology includes three main chapters that support the research questions defined
in section 1.3 Aims and research question.
• Chapter 3: presents the market research that allows constructing a AS-IS model of the
Belgian AECO industry. This chapter gives an answer to the first sub-research question
• Appendix A: presents the semi-structured questionnaire.
•

Chapter 4: presents the concepts of IFC, and the openBIM data models for time
schedule information, and cost estimation. This chapter gives an answer to the second
and the third sub-research questions.

•

Chapter 5: identifies the challenges and enablers of business value of BIM. This
chapter gives an answer to the first sub-research question and shows how “business
value of BIM” can contribute to the digitalisation of the Belgian AECO industry.
•

•
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Appendix B: presents the participants in the semi-structured interviews held
with the experts from the Belgian AECO industry.
Part III: Conclusion includes a chapter that presents the conclusion of this dissertation by
giving an answer to the research questions previously cited based on the results of this analysis.
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Figure 2 – General structure of the dissertation
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1.

BIM

Different recent studies give different views on what BIM is. Žiga Turk (2016) states that BIM is a
toolset that changes construction processes resulting in deeper knowledge and a higher level of quality.
Yan Liu et al. (2017) see BIM as a socio-technical system that offers the possibility of combining
modelling functions with process management, while Ali Ghaffarianhoseini et al. (2017) argues that
BIM as a set of technologies is more focused on improving interorganisational collaboration during
project lifecycles. No common consensus among BIM standards can be found on the definition of BIM
(see Table 1).
Table 1 - Definitions of BIM in the predominant BIM standards
Standard

ISO 29481-1:2010

PAS 1192-2:2013

ISO 29481-1:2016

EN ISO 19650-1:2018

Definition BIM
“2.2 building construction information model – BIM
shared digital representation of physical and functional
characteristics of any built object (including buildings, bridges,
roads, etc.) which forms a reliable basis decisions
Note: “Building Information Model” is frequently used as a synonym
for BIM”
“3.7 building information modelling (BIM)
process of designing, constructing or operating a building or
infrastructure asset using electronic object-oriented information
“3.2 building information modelling – BIM
use of a shared digital representation of a built object (including
buildings, bridges, roads, etc.) to facilitate design, construction, and
operation processes to form a reliable basis for decisions
Note 1 to entry: The acronym BIM also stands for the shared digital
representation of the physical and functional characteristics of any
construction works”
“3.3.14 building information modelling – BIM
use of shared digital representation of a built asset to facilitate
design, construction, and operation processes to form a reliable
basis for decisions
Note1 to entry: Built assets include, but are not limited to, buildings,
bridges, roads, process plants”

According to Žiga Turk (2016), BIM is the abbreviation of three terms in the AECO industry: Building
Information Modelling (process), Building Information Model (product) and Building Information
Management (process control). This dissertation continues this division but changes the definition of
BIM (process), BIM model (product), and BIM management (process control). The growing level of
BIM needs these different terms as it all started with the challenge of representing buildings in 3D. This
evolved into a management process of complex AEC projects with a high measure of interoperability
throughout their life cycle (Turk, 2016).
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2.1.1.

Adoption of BIM

The majority of previous research on BIM adoption and implementation is often contradictory and varies
by context (Gu & London, 2010). This section is specifically intended to discuss BIM and summarise
related research. In general, these studies show which factors can have an impact on BIM adoption.
Although there is no general consensus in the literature (see Table 2), these factors are based on the
perspective of large organisations and not of Small and Medium sized Enterprises*. The purpose of this
dissertation is to contribute to the perspective of BIM-based project management in the Belgian AECO
industry.
Table 2 - Previous research on the factors that influence the adoption of BIM
Authors

Research method

(Xu, et al., 2005)

TAM model

(Cao, et al., 2014)

Institutional Theory

(Ding, et al., 2015)

Theory of reasoned action

(Ahuja, et al., 2016)

TOE framework

(Chen, et al., 2019)

TOE framework

(Qin, et al., 2020)

TAM-TOE model

Conclusion
Complexity and comparative advantage do
not influence BIM adoption
Environmental factors such as competitive
pressure and governmental pressure are
significant for adoption
Top management support is not significant for
BIM adoption
Testability, top management support and BIM
expertise significant for adoption
No environmental factors influencing BIM
adoption
Government regulation proved to be main
driver for BIM adoption. Environmental and
organisational context most important

The results vary by country, by discipline, and by the size of the company. What is remarkable is the
contradictory results found in research that relies on the same context. Chen et al. (2019) examined the
adoption of BIM for the Chinese construction industry using the Technology-OrganisationEnvironmental (TOE) framework of Tornatzky & Fleischer (1990). The study showed that comparative
advantage and top management support are key factors for BIM adoption among Chinese organisations
and start-ups with an innovative character. Also, there was a discrepancy between engineering
companies and construction companies in terms of organisational readiness, as the composition of these
companies is completely different. Furthermore, there was no environmental factor influencing Chinese
construction organisations to adopt BIM. This is contradictory to the findings of the research by Xu et
al. (2005). These researchers used the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and concluded that
complexity and comparative advantage do not influence users' adoption decisions. One reason for this
may be that the research was conducted during the early adoption phase of BIM in China, which meant
that a few organisations were already using BIM. Moreover, Cao et al. (2014) state through institutional
theory that environmental factors such as competitive pressure and governmental pressure are

*

An SME is an indepent company with less than 250 employees and an annual turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million or a balance sheet total
not exceeding EUR 43 million (European Union, 2014)
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significant for BIM adoption. Conversely, Ding et al. (2015) indicate through the theory of reasoned
action that top management support is not significant for BIM adoption among architectural
organisations in China. One explanation for these contradictory results may be the different scope and
theoretical frameworks used by the researchers. Similar to the study by Chen et al. (2019), Ahuja et al.
(2016) also used the TOE framework to investigate the adoption of BIM for architectural organisations
in India. They showed that testability, top management support, and expertise in BIM are significant
factors that can influence the adoption of BIM. According to Qin et al. (2020), environmental and
organisational factors are the drivers of BIM adoption in China. This research used the TAM-TOE
model, which showed that government regulation had the most significant influence.
2.1.2.

nD BIM

BIM has progressed farther beyond 3D modelling, and as a result, more “dimensions”, sometimes
known as “D’s” have been incorporated. The “dimensions” of time were researched and recognised as
an integration into the 3D models as early as the 1990s. This was done to be able to view the execution
of a project through its many phases and was referred to as 4D BIM at the time (Collier & Fischer,
1995). After that came the implementation of the 5D method, which was used to refer to the cost
dimension. Popov, et al., (2010) provided a conceptual framework for the use of the different
“dimensions” of BIM identified so far (3D space, time, and cost) to develop a construction project in a
virtual environment. They referred to the cost element in projects as the “5th dimension,” or “5D,” and
they used the term “5D” to refer to the cost element in projects. On the other hand, this was not the first
time that the prospective addition of cost or even the various dimensions of BIM were discussed. Aouad,
et al., (2005) brought up the concept of “nD” modelling as early as 2005 when they discussed the
potential for expanding the scope of the information that is included in the models. It is feasible to further
expand the possibilities of BIM by integrating a number of extra “dimensions” into it. Charef, et al.,
(2018) say that some of these new dimensions are sustainability, accessibility, safety, energy, and
acoustics.
A more reliable early “rough” estimate; faster and more accurate detailed estimates; increased
collaboration within the appointment parties; increased project understanding; improved visualisation
of construction details; and a reduction in change orders are some of the benefits of using 5D BIM
(Sacks, et al., 2018), (Hasan & Rasheed, 2019). In addition to this, 5D BIM makes it easier to make
important decisions by improving one’s ability to analyse information (Lee, et al., 2016). When
combined with 4D BIM, 5D BIM is also seen as a useful tool for managing costs and schedules over the
course of a project (Lu, et al., 2019).
Despite this, there are still certain restrictions. Quantity take-off, which is currently one of the most
significant benefits of utilising 5D BIM, is simply one of the steps involved in the process, which means
that fully automatic cost estimating is not an option. Eastman et al. (2018) explain that 5D BIM is not
meant to replace cost engineers, but rather to help them do their jobs. In addition, the deployment of 5D
BIM in businesses faces a number of barriers, including specialised technological skill needs from
experienced individuals, reluctance to change, relatively high implementation costs, and the demand for
collaboration (Sattineni & Macdonald, 2014).
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2.1.3.

Enhanced Quantity Take-Off (QTO)

In the AECO, a QTO serves as the foundation for various procedures. In addition, the process is carried
out by many individuals that are participating in the project. As a result, the information that is obtained
from a QTO has a substantial impact on the overall performance of the project. When done by hand, the
process of creating a QTO is one that is both time-consuming and prone to mistakes. Because of this,
the procedure of developing a QTO is seen as an ideal use case for automation in AEC. QTO can be
generated semi-automatically, which is one of 5D BIM’s key features. 5D BIM software improves the
fundamental QTO capabilities of non-specialised BIM software. One of the primary distinctions is the
availability of a specialised QTO editor, which enables the creation of customisable breakdown
structures to better accommodate the unique peculiarities of each project. These characteristics might be
physical components of the project, such as the type, size, or number of systems, or they can be
parametric meta-data, such as categorisation types or BIM model standards. The increasing use of BIM
represents a crucial step toward the automated creation of QTO’s. Because the data is organised centrally
and based on models, it is possible to make advancements in terms of the amount and quality of
information as well as the availability of information. Additionally, the quality and transparency of the
generated QTO may be improved, and at the same time, the QTO can be easily reused and adapted to
accommodate changes in the design of the project. This is facilitated by the fact that the QTO is easily
adaptable. Table 3 gives an overview of these aspects in comparison with the traditional approach.
To maximise the program’s potential, it is essential to establish QTO templates, which enable the semiautomatic production of QTO’s for projects, depending on the model’s characteristics and a given
ruleset. As long as projects have a consistent breakdown of objects and families, it is possible to make
a companywide QTO template that lets QTOs be made without having to redo the full categorization of
costs. This would make the company much more productive. However, it is essential to keep in mind
that the enumerated enhancements can only be accomplished if those involved in the project adhere to
the fundamental principles of BIM, which provide a framework for the definition, interchange, and
management of data.
Table 3 - Traditional QTO vs. BIM-based QTO (Mattern, et al., 2018)
Aspect
Information
quality

Traditional QTO
Risk of working with outdated or
inconsistent documents; 2D-drawings
may contain errors.

Information
quantity

Depends on available documents.

Information
availability
Quality of QTO

Manual: time-consuming, error prone.
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Manual measurements may contain
errors.

BIM-based QTO
BIM-based collaboration helps to
work with models that adhere to the
current planning phase; Possibility
to perform collision checks before
conducting QTO.
Model contains available meta-data
which corresponds to current
planning phase.
Easy and fast due to the central
model-based organisation.
Errors caused by wrong
measurements are avoided.
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Aspect
Transparency of
QTO

Reuse of QTO

Flexibility
concerning
changes in design
2.1.4.

Traditional QTO
Manual mapping between drawings
and WBS may result in decreased
transparency; complex situations
require human interpretation of
drawings.
Depends on data format of QTO (MS
Excel, data bases, etc.).
Need to revise QTO manually.

BIM-based QTO
Visualisation options offer greater
transparency.

Direct link to 4D- or 5D-analysis;
Reuse for organising material
orders.
Effective revision of QTO;
Possibility to compare design
alternatives with little effort.

BIM-based QTO & Bills of Quantity (BOQ)

The QTO is the estimation of the materials needed to accomplish the construction project. The
trustworthiness of the following tasks: cost estimation, cost planning, and material procurement is
dependent on the accuracy of the QTO (Khosakitchalert, et al., 2020). Traditionally, quantities are
measured using 2D drawings according to the standard NBN_B06-001. One of the strengths of 5D BIM
is the ability to create QTO semi-automatically. The objects within the BIM model contain meta-data.
This data is adapted to the requirements for a particular purpose or use of the model.
Modelling authoring software has basic QTO capabilities, which are further enhanced by 5D BIM
software. One of the biggest differences is that QTO has a special editor that lets you make flexible
breakdown structures that fit the needs of your project better. BIM models can reduce surveying time
because the surveyors extract the quantities from the model objects instead of measuring them manually
(Sacks, et al., 2018). However, if the BIM model has poorly meta-data distributed objects and elements,
the enrichment of the QTO must be performed manually, a process that can become very labourintensive for larger projects. This makes the quality of BIM models the biggest challenge for BIM-based
QTO (Khosakitchalert, et al., 2020). It is important to follow modelling guidelines suitable for QTO.
Modelling with the end in mind is key; over-modelling to a high level of detail is time-consuming and
the added value is rather limited. This is a limiting factor for the QTO, as these elements cannot be
directly budgeted. Darren Olsen and Mark Taylor (2017) showed in their research that up to 50% of the
meta-data needed for a quantity survey is actually captured in the BIM model. Experienced quantity
surveyors will still be needed to validate the extracted information based on their knowledge (Vigneault,
et al., 2020) Another limiting factor is the use of composite objects in the modelling authoring software,
which means losing the ability to extract individual quantities from the objects. A derivation of the
results based on the composite elements will lead to a different extracted quantity than the actual quantity
(Khosakitchalert, et al., 2020). Not all elements in the BIM model have a graphical representation, for
example coatings.
During the research conducted through informal interviews, it appears that the two main disadvantages
of BIM-based QTO are: (1) the amount of time invested in auditing and correcting the models with
incorrect metadata; (2) metadata that is not up to date with the design (Olsen & Taylor, 2017).
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However, these drawbacks do not outweigh the benefits of BIM-based QTO compared to the traditional
method. In the future, use will not only increase, but also become essential to meet requirements. It gives
more transparency and involves more engagement of appointment parties. Both the current
shortcomings of modelling and the quantity take-off perspective will logically be resolved (Olsen &
Taylor, 2017), and standardisation will play a crucial role.
2.2.

Interoperability

The term interoperability is the conflation of two words: (1) inter = between two groups; (2) operability
= ability to keep a piece of equipment, a system, or a whole industrial installation in a safe and reliable
functioning condition, according to pre-defined operational requirements. In Table 4, the different
definitions of interoperability among standards and research can be found.
Garcia & Zhenhug (2015) reported that insufficient interoperability in a construction project could
account for about 3.1% of the typical project budget (Garcia & Zhenhug, 2015). Interoperability refers
to the ability to exchange information between different software application tools in real time,
eliminating the need to manually transfer data from one application to another.
To achieve interoperability, it is necessary to fulfil the 12 principles of interoperability: (1) Subsidiarity
and Proportionality; (2) Openness; (3) Transparency; (4) Reusability; (5) Technological neutrality; (6)
User-centricity; (7) Inclusion and Accessibility; (8) Security and Privacy; (9) Multilingualism; (10)
Administrative simplification; (11) Preservation of information; and (12) Assessment of effectiveness
and efficiency.
Table 4 - Definitions of interoperability
Standard / Authors
ISO 25964-2:2013
(Guenther &
Radebaugh, 2004)
(Cambridge
Dictionary, n.d.)

Definition interoperability
“Ability of two or more systems or components to exchange
information and to use the information that has been exchanged”
“The ability of multiple systems with different hardware and software
platforms, data structures, and interfaces to exchange data with
minimal loss of content and functionality”
“The degree to which two products, programs, etc. can be used
together, or the quality of being able to be used together”

The Information Delivery Manual (IDM) and Model View Definition (MVD) are buildingSMART’s
approaches to addressing interoperability issues using the openBIM format IFC. IDM-MVD allows
stakeholders to ensure that BIM contains the information necessary for collaboration, supporting a fully
automated open workflow from BIM to third approaches (e.g., structural analysis). IFC is not always
compatible with BIM software tools, and IFC's structure is not compatible with BIM.
Interoperability is defined by many stakeholders as "data integration and linkage”. In the BIM-based
digital revolution, the same open IFC data format is even considered interoperable due to the fact that it
can be read by different software. Such a statement is not totally compatible with the current
interpretation of openBIM. "Interoperability" is the ability of computers to exchange processing capacity
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through the "consumption" of services. As a result, the purpose of this dissertation is to reengineer the
interpretation of openBIM because the connection and exchange of data between different organisations
should take place using the OpenAPI specification (OAS), which enables the connections of all
applications capable of communicating with web services. This is a technological level which is much
higher than what is known simply as "openBIM".
2.3.

Management of Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects

Project and process management are aimed at the decision-making implementation and realisation of
PPP projects (Voets, et al., 2010). Project management refers to the substantive-technical approach of
projects. Process management refers to the process-oriented, party-oriented approach to projects (de
Bruijn, et al., 2002).
2.3.1.

Project management

Project management is a specific field of management sciences focusing on the realisation of complex
projects (Coppens, 2006). Projects can be defined as a series of (interrelated) activities and tasks that
must produce a concretely described, unique result. They have a clear beginning and end and are realised
within specified constraints. Moreover, the client or customer is committed to the result (Wijnen, et al.,
1997).
The project manager will plan, make decisions, control, and monitor the project. By phasing, a project
is broken down into parts over time. Each phase is concluded with a phase result in which the result of
the project is recorded more precisely and in greater detail. Boundary conditions are imposed on projects
from the start. The project manager controls the project based on five aspects: (1) time; (2) money; (3)
quality; (4) information; and (5) organisation (Wijnen, et al., 1997). Project management requires a
hierarchical direction (top-down control), control over all necessary resources in terms of management
cycles, consensus around problem definitions, and consensus around the project’s objectives (de Bruijn,
et al., 2002).

Figure 3 - Project management (the figure is created on the basis of (Wijnen, et al., 1997))
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Project management is applicable in object-oriented PPP projects such as the construction of a building
or infrastructure work. When erecting a building, there are successive phases: sketch design, preliminary
design, final design, specifications, and the completed building. The most obvious contract form for an
object-oriented PPP is a contractual partnership. The mutual relationships and responsibilities between
the various partners are clearly laid down in this type of contract. This provides a basis on which the
BIM objectives can be realised, making it eminently suitable for BIM-based project management.
2.3.2.

Process management

Process management is defined as the performance of a set of interrelated or mutually influencing
activities in which actors with divergent interests are brought together with the aim of achieving an
often-abstract goal. This is the case with PPP construction projects. Various appointment parties are
involved, each with their own, equal interest in the project. The government is only one of the actors. It
is a primus inter pares. The content of the project is the result of interaction between the various
appointment parties, and this interaction between the parties is bound by rules. Such a project is
successful if it reflects a win-win situation between the various interests (Vereniging voor Vlaamse
Steden en Gemeenten, 2008).
The process will be deliberately “designed” to arrive at a substantive decision. The rules of the game
will be determined by the decisions that will be made by the parties involved (Coppens, 2006). These
can be rules about the inclusion or exclusion of parties in the process, rules about the roles of the various
parties (e.g., coordinator, chairman, expert); or rules about decision-making (consensus, vote, veto)
(Coppens, 2006).
It is important that the various partners continue to trust each other throughout the process. Mutual trust
grows as the risk taken by both partners is more balanced. Since in a participatory PPP, both the public
and the private partners share the profits and losses, and thus both take risks, this contract form will offer
a possible solution for BIM-based project management. It is also possible to develop a construction
project via a contractual PPP. However, since this form of contract emphasises the separation of
responsibilities and formalisation of interactions between appointment parties, contractual PPP does not
benefit the necessary understanding and trust between the appointment parties themselves.
If consensus has been reached on parts of a PPP construction project and they can be carried out, a
switch should be made for that part from process thinking to principles of project management in which
the classic management instruments such as fixing content or controlling time and money can be used.
The distinction between project and process management (Table 5) is therefore somewhat artificial in
this sense. Figure 4 illustrates the decrease in process content and the increase in project content over
time at the construction level, where a process emerges from a corporate vision and is divided into
projects over time, after which the process changes as a result of lessons learned. In practice, the dividing
lines between what is a process and what is a project cannot always be drawn very clearly.
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Table 5 - Summary: difference between project and process management
(source: (Coppens, 2006))

Problem definition
Requirements
Decision-making
Authority typology

Project management
Defined
Defined
Staged
Hierarchical

Process management
Unstructured
Undefined
Cyclic, inflowing
Network-like

Figure 4 - Process/project management evolution over time
2.4.

Key Performance Indicator

The following section illustrates how information is extracted, processed, and communicated for
effective construction monitoring utilising a BIM approach, but only for time and cost monitoring, in
order to comprehend the roles and responsibilities of appointment parties in the actual monitoring,
control, and supervision during construction. The most important questions will be about who is
responsible for monitoring construction, what information is collected for this purpose, and how this
information is shared.
First, the terms “monitoring” and “controlling” are defined for clarity. Control is synonymous with
supervision, whereas monitoring refers to gathering data to supervise and control a project. In the project
management literature, the words “control” and “monitoring” appear as words with significantly
different meanings because of the respective roles assigned to them in the project. (1) control is part of
project management; its aim is to accomplish objectives, and it has the ability to make decisions and
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take action in the case of deviations; (2) monitoring is part of the verification of the implementation of
project controls and is only a matter of monitoring, comparing, and identifying.
2.4.1.

Schedule analytics for construction projects

The control of the project schedule consists of three parts (see Figure 5): (1) the input data required for
construction monitoring; (2) monitoring and control using various techniques and methodologies; and
(3) the output data or outcomes of construction monitoring (Project Management Institute, 2013). Even
a well-estimated schedule is meaningless if it is not used throughout the execution phase and regularly
monitored and updated based on the monitoring of the construction process of the project (Nataša &
Zoran, 2017). An up-to-date schedule is also a vital component of the decision-making process for
changes to the project, because it provides both information on the current status of the project and the
effect of the influence of various factors on the schedule and its changes. At the same time, it serves as
evidence that the project is on track and that it will be updated in the case of changes (Project
Management Institute, 2013).

Figure 5 - Elements of schedule control (Project Management Institute, 2013)
As can be seen from Figure 5, most of the inputs for monitoring the schedule are already in place at the
design stage. Various methods and techniques are used to monitor the execution of the work and the
progress of the project against the schedule and other planning documents produced during the design
phase. For example, productivity is compared, measured, and analysed by reviewing the work carried
out through trend analysis; progress against a critical path is monitored using the earned value method;
or computer programmes are used to compare scheduled completion dates with actual dates to monitor
project progress (Project Management Institute, 2013).
2.4.2.

Cost analytics for construction projects

As the progress of a construction project is monitored, the project costs are also updated to ensure that
changes are managed in a meaningful way in relation to the project’s baseline estimated costs or budget.
Like the schedule control, the cost control can be divided into three parts, as shown in Figure 6.
For cost control and monitoring purposes, it is also mandatory to monitor the actual status of the works
being carried out on site, as cost control is the link between the funds spent and the works being carried
out. Several methods of monitoring construction costs are possible, and one of them is the Earned Value
Management (EVM) method. It is of interest in particular for its transparency of both schedule and cost
monitoring by detecting deviations from the schedule, the estimated costs, and the use of financial
resources.
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Figure 6 - Elements of cost control (Project Management Institute, 2013)
Prior to the application of BIM, experts made “educated guesses” about the duration of activities and
the sequence of work on the project based on prior project experience and industry data. Although this
approach is considered the “standard” for scheduling, this method is not very efficient. As a result, poor
estimation or numerous unanticipated occurrences might result in project delays. These delays can be
addressed by increasing the number of workers and activities that are carried out simultaneously on
different sites or even on the same site. This creates a considerable risk to the execution of the tasks and
subsequently impacts the quality of the execution. In this case, it is better to regularly monitor the key
performance indicators or the productivity of the execution and to take decisions based on an iterative
analysis of the impact of the change in the process on the execution time and costs. This can be achieved
using BIM by linking the BIM-model to the schedule and the cost estimation. In this way, various model
simulations and demonstrations of the sequence of execution can be carried out before these activities
are carried out on site. Thus, the problem is tackled graphically and analytically, resulting in a greater
grasp of the current situation. As a result of having a greater amount of more structured data already at
the planning stage, there is also a better estimate of the planned project execution (realistic schedule)
and the foreseen flow of work.
This section outlines how the project is monitored and controlled through three key steps. The necessary
input data or documents to make the control possible are also shown. In monitoring with a BIM
approach, this data has to be structured and integrated in a suitable way, in terms of linking the schedule
to the geometry of the model (4D BIM) and integrating the cost with the geometry and the schedule (5D
BIM) (Elbeltagi, et al., 2014). The monitoring and control of costs in the construction process of a
building is thus carried out with a 5D BIM model, a software tool that allows the interaction of the
monitoring (data capture and processing) with the design and the cost (integrated cost estimation and
model) (Elbeltagi, et al., 2014). Interaction is possible with sufficient interoperability between
modelling, cost estimation, scheduling, and monitoring software tools, or with a tool that allows
integration into the 5D model with construction monitoring enabled. Figure 7 shows the difference
between the assumed construction monitoring framework with tools that allow interoperability (in terms
of data import and export) and tools that allow full interoperability or are integrated visualisation tools
for construction monitoring.
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Figure 7 - Interoperable (left) (Elbeltagi, et al., 2014) and integrated tools for monitoring (right)
2.5.

AS-IS tender process model

The procurement process in Belgium can be divided into two main categories; (1) traditional public
procurement includes various degrees of sophistication, ranging from the public authority that designs,
conceives, and coordinates everything and uses contractors for the execution, to the public authority that
realises a contract with a promotor who bears full responsibility. The choice of the method of granting
the public contract determines the public-private procurement: (a) when the authority defines all the
characteristics of the project in advance and is only interested in obtaining the cheapest offer, it is the
public contract formula. (b) when the authority seeks to choose from among several projects to be
proposed and also takes into account criteria other than price, such as location, architectural qualities,
added value, etc. the invitation to tender can be used. (c) when the authority is not sure which project it
wants to build and at what price, starting from a vague objective, the negotiated procedure with
publication can be used. (2) In a Design, Build, Finance and Maintain (DBFM) procurement is the
private partner responsible for the design, construction, financing, and maintenance of a specific
infrastructure/building (Decatteeuw, 2006). These projects have a number of specific characteristics.
They require an integrated project approach, the modelling of output specifications, and a performancebased payment mechanism. Procurement is based on functional requirements instead of detailed ones.
A functional requirement is formulated from the perspective of the client or user. For a DBFM project,
for example, a hospital, one could state as a functional requirement that the width of the corridors must
be such that 2 beds can pass each other. A detailed requirement, on the other hand, specifies the
minimum width of the corridors, for example, 2 metres (Wintgens, 2008). An alternative payment
mechanism applies to a DBFM project. There is “pre-financing” by the consortium during construction.
Payment in instalments only takes place after “delivery” of the building or infrastructure. The
availability payment can be reduced if the consortium does not properly fulfil its obligations (Koster &
Hoge, 2005).
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2.6.

Business process re-engineering

The literature provides a variety of definitions of BPR that are quite comparable to one another (Table
6). Sanjay Mohapatra (2013) defines six crucial elements for BRP in his book "Business Process
Reengineering: Automation Decision Points in Process Reengineering": (1) A radical change; (2)
Change in orientation; (3) Redesign business processes; (4) Change in organisational structure; (5)
Technological improvements; (6) The objective in the improvement of customer service and reduction
of costs (Mohapatra, 2013).
Table 6 - Definitions of Business Process Reengineering
Standard

Definition BPR
“Re-engineering is the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign
(Hammer & Champy, of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical,
1993)
contemporary measures of performance, such as cost, quality,
service, and speed.”
“Business process re-engineering is the fundamental rethinking of
every process and activity pertaining to a business — business
practices, management systems, job definitions, organisational
(Du Plessis, 1994)
structures, and beliefs and behaviours. The goal is dramatic
performance improvements to meet contemporary requirements –
and IT is seen as a key enabler in this process.”
Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) refers to an initiative that aims to enhance the quality of
products, services, or processes over time. When compared to BPR, the improvements are founded on
very minor adjustments as opposed to the extreme adjustments that may result from R&D. As a result,
the required investment of capital is apparently going to be rather low. The advancement is partly
attributable to the fact that workers are often looking for new ways to enhance their performance.
Therefore, the procedures are regularly analysed, enhanced, and optimised considering their efficiency,
effectiveness, and flexibility.
Figure 8 depicts the effects of CPI and BPR on KPI over the period of time, as well as a comparison of
the impact of changes in business processes and the frequency of those changes. In the form of a table,
as shown in Table 7, a summary of the comparison between BPR and CPI can be found.

Change level
Starting point
Frequency
Participation
Scope
Risk
Primary enabler
Type of change

Table 7 - Comparison between BPR and CPI
CPI
BPR
Incremental
Radical
Existing process
Clean slate
One-time / continuous
One-time
Bottom-up
Top-down
Narrow, within functions
Broad, cross-functional
Moderate
High
Statistical control
Information technology
Cultural
Cultural/structural
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Figure 8 – Effect of CPI and BPR on KPI over time (left, based on (Cerovšek, 2022)) and
comparison of the impact of changes in business processes and their frequency (right, based on
(Cerovšek, 2022))
The process of reengineering a business process has been broken down into several steps, regardless of
the methodology that is used. Mohapatra (2013) outlines a broad method that can be broken down into
the following steps: (1) Project planning and launch; (2) Current state assessment and learning from
others; (3) Solution design; (4) Business case development; (5) Solution development; (6)
Implementation; (7) Continuous improvement (Mohapatra, 2013). The technique follows the
methodology outlined by Cerovšek (2022) and is laid out in the form of an IDEF0 process diagram
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9 – IDEF0 diagram of business process reengineering methodology (Cerovšek, 2022)
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2.7.

Earned Value Management (EVM)

Project management research work investigating the contribution of Earned Value Management (EVM)
to project success suggests a moderately strong positive relationship. In the 1960s, EVM emerged as a
financial analysis specialty in US government programs, particularly in the defence sector. The genesis
of EVM occurred in industrial manufacturing at the turn of the 20th century, based largely on the
principle of "earned time," popularised by Frank and Lillian Gilbreth. By 1989, EVM leadership was
elevated as an essential element of programme management and procurement. It has since become a
significant branch of project management and cost engineering.
The earned value technique measures the performance of the project as it moves from project initiation
through project closure. It is a project management technique that requires the formation of an integrated
baseline against which performance can be measured. EVM develops and monitors three key dimensions
for each work package and control account: (1) PV (planned value); (2) EV (earned value); and (3) AC
(actual cost). The principles of EVM can be applied to all projects in any industry (Project Management
Institute, 2013). The EVM fundamentals and components are graphically illustrated in Figure 10.
Whereby:
•

Actual Cost (AC): As used in a typical business setting, the actual costs are recorded on the
books, expended and sometimes incurred, against a given project. The AC is the actual cost of
completed work.

•

Budget at Completion (BAC): The total of all allowed budgets for a project. It's the same as
the earned value term "Performance Measurement Baseline" (PMB). Depending on what
management has permitted for the project, the term BAC can have diverse connotations from
organisation to organisation: sometimes direct labour hours alone, direct labour currency, other
direct costs, burdens, profit, and so on. The exact allowable BAC is determined by
management's expectations. It is also the overall budget available for project execution, or the
sum of the projected values of all activities.

•
•

Cost Variance (CV): The numerical difference between the earned values less the actual costs.
Earned Value (EV): The authorised work physically accomplished plus management’s budget
for the completed work.

•

Esitmate at Complete (EAC): A forecasted value expressed in project currency and/or hours
to represent the projected final costs of a project when all work is completed. The EAC equals
the actual costs incurred and liabilities plus the estimated costs for completing all the remaining
project work.
Estimate to Complete (ETC): Forecasts, which are expressed in either currency or hours, are
developed to represent the value of the work remaining to complete a task or a project.
Planned Value (PV): This is the baseline measurement plan for an earned value project. It is
also the sum of the budgets for all authorised work, scheduled to be accomplished within a given
time period. The PV consists of the authorised work and the authorised budget for the work,
previously called the “Budgeted Cost for Work Scheduled.” The PV is the planned budget cost,
serving as a baseline to guide project execution; the EV is the budget cost based on the work
performed, which is calculated by multiplying the activity budget and the percentage of work
completed. The sum of all PV equals the Budget at Completion (BAC).

•
•
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•

Schedule Variance (SV): The numerical difference between the earned value less the planned
value

•

Variance at Completion (VAC): Any numerical difference between Budget at Completion
(BAC) and the latest Estimate at Completion (EAC)

Figure 10 - Earned value parameters (the figure is created on the basis of (Siu & Lu, 2011) and
(Kuhl & Graciano, 2014))
2.8.

IT business value model

The IT Business Value Model (Melville, et al., 2004) has been used to describe how business value
creation is dependent on the firm's ability to implement IT-supported change processes. The focus is on
the interactions between a firm and the actors in its competitive and macro environment. Analysis of
such multi-layered contexts is important for understanding the impact of IT on individuals,
organizations, and society. The focal firm co-creates intra and interorganizational change with the actors
in its competitive environment. The macro environment also impacts the firms' ability to implement ITsupported change processes. Melville et al. (2004) developed the IT Business Value Model by
combining the closed systems view with the open systems view of an organization.
IT-supported change processes take place on three levels: firm level (focal firm), industry level
(competitive environment) and macro level (macro environment). As shown in Figure 11, the focal firm
makes use of IT resources and human IT resources to support the implementation of IT-supported
change processes. These must be managed both within the focal firm (intra organisational level) and in
relation to the actors in the competitive and macro environment (inter-organizational level). (Melville,
et al., 2004).
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The focal firm co-creates intra and interorganizational change with the actors in its competitive
environment. The competitive environment consists of industry characteristics such as regulations,
competitiveness, and technological change. Industry actors (trading partners), such as buyers and
suppliers, are also involved. By coordinating and integrating their business processes, they create ITsupported change processes and business value (Melville, et al., 2004).
The macro environment affects firms' ability to implement IT-supported change processes as well as
their ability to compete in the global marketplace. It includes governmental regulations, government
initiatives, and country-specific factors (Melville, et al., 2004).

Figure 11 – The IT business value model (Melville, et al., 2004)
2.9.

Conclusion

Through BIM implementation, using BIM-based QTO as a basis, it is possible to improve construction
project management. There is still a need for standardisation for the execution of the process and for the
generation of the structured information required as the main input for the complete project management
BIM model. Decision-making can be improved through digitalisation and BIM implementation. The
Line of Balance (Operative) and Earned Value Analysis (Financial) will enable project management to
perform analysis and look ahead to the future. It is essential to have a well-organized information
structure in the BIM model in order to improve the quality of this analysis. Identification of each instance
contained within the BIM model is required with regard to two distinct aspects: classification and unique
identification.
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For investors and C-level management, the Line of Balance and EVA are likely to be the two key
performance indicators (KPIs) that carry the most value. As of this writing, only BEXEL manager is
able to use both types of analytical methods in a single software package. The unique identification
needs to be used to connect information within different databases on different platforms, e.g.,
information from the authoring software with the BIM-based QTO software and then with assessment
tools. This overcomes the challenge through collaborative methodologies, namely IPD. It lets the
designer centralise information and show it in an interactive way through visual dashboards. It can also
be built in an open format to improve information sharing.
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3. MARKET RESEARCH
During the exploration phase of this dissertation, market research was conducted within the Belgian
AECO sector, which counts 10% of Belgian enterprises and represents more than 7% of total
employment in Belgium (FPS Economy, 2021). During this semi-structured questionnaire, information
was provided regarding BIM and project management and the current working methodology. The
questions of the questionnaire are shown in 0 appendix A : Questionnaire. Respondents were free to
express their opinions in the text blocks provided, but the enumeration of the questions of the
questionnaire was used as a guideline. The questionnaire could be completed in English or Dutch.
Respondents were given the ability to share their company identity, which allowed in-depth analysis of
the companies.
The first section of the questionnaire was to identify what the background of the respondents was. With
a sample size of 35 people (77% employed in Belgium), we achieved a qualitative sample size. To get
an objective view on the Belgian AECO industry, only the results of the Belgian companies will be
considered. The results of the eight remaining respondents will be used to gain insight into whether there
is a significant difference between the Belgian AECO sector compared to the BENELUX.
48% of those surveyed are employed in construction companies. 7 construction companies (54%) are in
the top 50* of Belgian construction companies, building contractors (Knack Trendstop, n.d.). The
questioned engineering consultancies are all in the top 100 Belgian engineering and research companies.
Knack Trendstop does not distinguish more specifically between structural engineers, engineering and
research companies. However, the largest Belgian structural engineering companies are represented in
the questionnaire. Architectural offices are the least represented in the survey. Not a single architect
filled in the questionnaire. The architectural companies in the questionnaire are represented by their
BIM manager or BIM coordinator. This representation of the architecture is not in line with the European
Architectural Barometer Q4 2019, which reported a 40% BIM in Belgium (USP Marketing Consultancy,
2020). The respondents to the survey are all familiar with the use of BIM, and 88% use BIM. This data
is in line with the expectations of the questionnaire, as in-depth knowledge of BIM is being sought and
the purpose of the questionnaire is to gauge the economic added value of the BIM-based project
management platform. The necessary knowledge of BIM is therefore required. The distribution of the
respondent’s role within the company in relation to familiarity with and use of BIM is shown below in
Figure 13. Based on the respondents’ knowledge and their position within the Belgian AECO industry,
we can draw conclusions for the whole Belgian sector active in the BIM environment.

*

The ranking is based on turnover (section 70 of the annual accounts). Companies that do not file their annual accounts according to a complete
scheme are judged on the gross margin (section 70 of the annual accounts divided by section 61 of the annual accounts). The gross margin is
always lower than the turnover, which means that the company is under classified. Construction companies, architecture- and engineering firms
carry out activities over several financial years, for which the change in stocks of work in progress and contracts in progress are taken into
account (section 71 of the annual accounts).
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Figure 12 - Distribution of the company type in relation to the company size
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Figure 13 - Distribution of the position within the company in relation to the BIM familiarity
and use
The second component of the questionnaire aimed to determine the level of maturity in Belgium. A
maturity matrix for Belgium has not yet been drawn up by a central organisation. The questionnaire is
not representative of the entire Belgian construction sector because it was primarily directed at
respondents who currently use BIM, as shown in Figure 13. To get an unbiased view, Belgium should
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do a general questionnaire, whose results will be different from the results in this section based on what
other countries* have found.
On the lead appointing party’s side, there is a discernible shift, although a sluggish one in Belgium. 76%
of the survey respondents, who are early adopters of BIM in Belgium, have participated in less than or
equal to five BIM-required tenders in the last two years. However, four construction companies have
participated in up to ten tenders when BIM was requested by the lead appointing party. More frequently,
contractors that primarily participate in PPP projects choose the BIM methodology themselves. “We
have made significant investments in D&B projects, which means we employ the BIM process from the
design phase through construction and maintenance. Whether or not the client desires BIM, we employ
BIM.”

2
5
5
0 tender

3

1 tender
≤ 5 tenders
≤ 10 tenders
> 25 tenders

14
Figure 14 – Distribution of the amount of tenders participated in the last two years
3.1.

Identification of the process

The Belgian public sector has not taken a firm stand on the European Directive on public procurement
(2014) to use BIM for construction projects financed with public funds. In Belgium, there is no
obligation or recommendation regarding the use of BIM in public procurement. There is a bottom-up
approach†, and the professionals are the ones who are driving interest in and utilisation of BIM. Belgian

*

In June 2021, BIM Loket Nederland (client), the University of Twente and USP Marketing Consultancy published the first national BIM
monitor in the Netherlands, in which the entire construction chain was surveyed in order to sound out the familiarity, use, advantages and
limitations from the various perspectives and, on the other hand, the degree of maturity in the field of BIM (BIM-users) and in the field of
digitisation (non-BIM-users). Since 2011, the NBS has published an annual BIM Report, seeking the industry's perspective on BIM. More than
1,000 industry professionals in the United Kingdom were questioned. A summary of progress and a glimpse into the future are presented.
†
In response to industry requests, the BBRI established the BIM & ICT Technical Committee in 2016. This committee intends to bring together
various AEC industry actors and foster collaborative thinking on what steps can be taken to promote the usage of BIM in the Belgian AECindustry. (BBRI, 2022)
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actors in the AECO industry have re-engineered their business processes and integrated BIM
technologies into their offices. At every step of the building process, the companies have used BIM
models successfully for a wide range of BIM applications. The use of BIM in the different phases of the
construction process are illustrated in the following figures: design phase (Figure 15), construction phase
(Figure 16), and maintenance phase (Figure 17).
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Figure 15 – Use of BIM in the design phase in relation to the company type
Independently of the lead appointment party’s obligation to work according to the BIM methodology,
90 percent of the respondents design in a 3D environment. Only eight design offices and construction
companies (36%) then use the BIM model to establish the link with their schedule, and of those eight,
only seven (32%) provide a link with the costs in the design phase. The use of BIM analysis and
simulation applications, which account for only 9% of all applications, is the lowest use rate and is only
used by a few firms for their specific needs. The use of the BIM model for exchange between parties is
based on a common data environment (68%), but it is also used to generate 2D plans based on the BIM
model in 68 percent of the cases. The use of BIM models for clash detection is a common application
(72%). Except for one specific BIM consulting firm, BIM consulting firms are mostly involved in
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implementing and assisting the Belgian AECO industry with general BIM applications and are currently
less involved with nD BIM. Figure 15 presents the applications being used by the AECO industry in
Belgium in the design phase.
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Figure 16 – Use of BIM in the construction phase in relation to the company type
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Figure 17 – Use of BIM in the maintenance phase in relation to the company type
According to the market research, one of the underutilised prospects of BIM technologies is the use of
BIM models to extract quantities and cost estimates that are fully based on and connected to the elements
in the BIM model. Despite the fact that 88% already apply BIM technologies and BIM models to extract
specific amounts from BIM models, the overall process appears to be fairly similar to the traditional
approach of QTO. The QTO is written digitally in MS Excel, but the process has not yet been totally
digitised. The goal of the Belgian AECO industry must be to create a process that lets the full QTO be
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made in a single BIM software application and is flexible enough to fill all the gaps in the BIM-based
procedure for estimating costs and quantities.
In addition to allowing for improved change management and the possibility of partial or complete
automation, the re-engineered process should also be amenable to both. This would speed up the process
and make the results more accurate and reliable because they would be less likely to be changed by
hand.
3.2.

BIM for the sake of BIM

Figure 18 refers to the importance of the barriers to not engaging in BIM. On one hand, I contacted one
of the larger real estate investors in Belgium over LinkedIn, and on the other hand, I interacted with a
traditional project engineer active for a French multinational engaged in the Belgian engineering sector.
No client demand is the main reason among architects not to use BIM. The market survey participants
are all familiar with BIM (Figure 13). This presents a distorted impression of the Belgian AECO
industry. Conversations with a smaller contractor* and an HVAC contractor †reveal that their clients are
not asking for BIM. They stated that they will start using BIM as soon as clients ask for it. There is also
no mention in the contracts that we should use computers and digital technology. This is one of the key
reasons why Belgium as a whole has not yet made the transition. Does this mean that we are doing
something wrong? If BIM is not used for its intended purpose, we are doing BIM for the sake of doing
BIM.
The research conducted by NBS in 2020 has demonstrated that the construction phase is where the issue
lies in the United Kingdom A certain level of BIM maturity is reached during the design phase of the
project, but, once the project enters the execution phase, basically everything is managed in a traditional
manner (NBS, 2020). MS Excel is used to process the data, and Gantt charts are drawn up manually
without the use of any BIM-based project management software, despite the fact that social media
platforms such as LinkedIn are full of company presentations on how they deal with BIM. In Belgium,
the central question is: “Are we ready to change our traditional way of working or do we continue to
use BIM and the traditional process in parallel?” Today, for some BIM departments, it is primarily about
marketing and presenting something that looks good, while all the analysis is done in a traditional way.
88% of the respondents indicated that they get quantities from the BIM model. According to interviews
with survey respondents, only 20–40% of the quantities required for a QTO are derived from the BIM
model. The remaining quantities are added in the traditional way.

*
†

With a turnover of €10.5 million, active in residential and non-residential construction.
Active in cooling, heating, and ventilation, with a €3 million turnover.
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Figure 18 - Importance of the barriers to the use of BIM
The Belgian BIM community needs to be looked at critically, and it needs to ask itself if it wants to keep
promising clients the moon with nD BIM simulations while project management is done the oldfashioned way and the core of the project management team is a separate branch of the company.
Applying BIM makes the relationships between appointment parties more complex. Therefore, there is
a need for BIM project management to make policies for the use of BIM. Since there is still no legal
framework to support this high level of interoperability in the AECO industry, contract settlement
between appointment parties could be very hard (Liu, et al., 2017), (Alreshidi, et al., 2017). BIM is the
single source of trust. Liabilities and intellectual property rights, in particular, cause problems in BIM
project management. Architects find it difficult to have their models modified by third parties because
of their intellectual property rights, while contractors are cautious about using models created by
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architects. Often, the BIM model lacks quality and needs a lot of time to be adjusted, which is
problematic because of intellectual property rights (Monteiro & Martins, 2013). Moreover, when BIM
is outsourced to engineering/consultancy companies, it is difficult for other stakeholders to access all
the information unless additional fees are paid to the company that created the model. Once project
partners do not trust the model, they will not use it because the data is inconsistent. The above
conclusions were formulated according to the expert interviews conducted by Yan Liu, Sander van
Nederveen and Marcel Hertogh (2017). Regrettably, this is not possible today because we calculate
everything manually and add it to the BIM model. When something is changed in 2D but not in the BIM
model, there is a lack of consistency. Parallel to this is the use of nD BIM data in which we make manual
calculations and then add these to the tools that did not calculate them automatically. 32% and 36%
indicate that they use 4D/5D BIM, but they do not use adequate software applications, so manual input
is required, and it is not possible to detect inconsistencies in the requisition statements. 88% of the
participants in the survey design in 3D, but they don't use the project management parts of BIM. As a
result, a gap is opening up between project managers and BIM managers because they do not trust each
other as the level of BIM is too low to be used in project management. Although these disadvantages
still exist, there is an increasing need to exchange even larger amounts of information between project
stakeholders. This need is causing BIM to mature into an unmistakable concept whose existing
advantages are recognised by the entire AECO industry (Liu, et al., 2017), (Ghaffarianhoseini,, et al.,
2017), (Bouška,, 2016). The BuildingSMART Construction Steering Committee is facilitating the
development of the work plan for the room and engagement of the construction industry. Within the
steering committee, there is a consensus that BIM must become core, otherwise it will disappear to the
sidelines, especially in the construction phase. Project managers have limited confidence in the BIM
model. If the model is inconsistent, it is unreliable (BuildingSMART, 2022).
Cost is a major barrier to BIM implementation. The appointing party imposes far-reaching requirements
on BIM with which the project must comply. Nowadays, clash-free models, LOD400, costs from BIM,
are required. Unfortunately, this is pure utopia: there is no fully developed LOD400 BIM, no clash-free
model, and no full 100% cost savings from BIM. The requirements of appointing parties are extremely
high, the number of parameters that need to be filled in is sky-high. For CoBie, up to fifty parameters
for each element in each report. Are all these parameters needed for the analysis we want to perform?
This results in a sky-high cost to implement BIM. Begin with the end goal in mind; what do you want
to accomplish, and ensure that the necessary steps are taken. We have to ask ourselves how we want to
approach the problem. The sub-models may be developed to a 95% level, but we cannot get a cost out
of the model because they are not 100% accurate. Or we want 80–90% but we do it 100% reliably, and
for the remaining 20–10% we say they are not in the model. If you demand too much from the model,
you will get nothing in the end. That is how we can control the cost parameter. We have to define an
accurate level of information need. At the moment, it is good for the guys in the BIM field, but in the
long run it is not sustainable because, due to high requirements, the information will be delivered too
late. Within the AECO industry, value information is extremely important. The value of information
decreases with the number of days it is delivered late. Just In Time becomes extremely important for
BIM data. Where we are today is that information is not 100% accurate in the models.
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4. OPEN IFC META DATA MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
4.1.

IFC

Originally, interoperability relied on the exchange of file formats such as Drawing eXchange Format
(DXF) and Initial Graphic Exchange Specification (IGES). Such exchange was limited to geometric
data only. In the case of exchange for models whose objects included data with complex geometry,
attributes and relationships, the file became so large and complex that it could not be interpreted. (Sacks,
et al., 2018) Such difficulties led to the formation of the international standard ISO 10303 (STEP –
Standard for the Exchange of Product model data), which, along with ISO 15531 (MANDATE –
Industrial manufacturing management data) and ISO 13584 (PLIB – Parts Library), is on one of the
basic standards for interoperability (Cerovšek, 2011).
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) estimates that by 2020, US construction
companies will have lost $15.8 billion in industrial, institutional, and commercial construction due to a
lack of interoperability. Such losses result from traditional approaches that result in inadequate and
deficient communication; failure to maintain as-built data; inadequate supervision; and insufficient
standardisation. NIST has proposed the internal organisation of information in a Common Data
Environment (CDE) as one of the key factors to improving interoperability, allowing business decisions
to be made quickly and efficiently. To achieve this, it was necessary to define open standards, for which
the above-mentioned interoperability standards and the involvement of BuildingSMART are the main
drivers. The latter, through the openBIM initiative, supports three essential standards to achieve
interoperability.

Figure 19 - Interoperability in BIM context (BuildingSMART, n.d.)
The primary function of IFC is to facilitate the exchange of structure-related information, which may or
may not include geometric data. Another important aspect of IFC is the ease with which alphanumeric
information (such as properties, quantities, classification, and so on) can be associated with building
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objects and the ease with which relationships between building objects can be maintained. It is vital to
note that the IFC view definition determines the content of the IFC exchange. So, technically, there is
no IFC implementation, but there are different IFC view implementations.
To ensure a better understanding of IFC architecture and implementation, the IFC standard has been
split into two parts. The schema, or product data model, specifies how the IFC is structured and declared
in the first section. The second section aims to explain the populated data model, which essentially
contains information about the mode of information sharing among software programmes.
The variety of information that can be exported is extensive and expanding with each new release of the
IFC version, in response to the needs of both users and developers. IFC4* was launched in 2013, but not
all software products enable interchange with IFC4, instead referring to previous versions such as
IFC2x3. IFC4 benefited from improved interchange, which now includes 4D and 5D BIM analysis with
the appropriate entities. The version has also benefited the low-rise design domain, as BIM and GIS
interoperability are now enabled for these elements. The IFC5 version is currently in development and
will provide full support for many infrastructure domains as well as more parametric capabilities. The
whole IFC5 specification is also planned to enable interoperability of BIM models from various
construction disciplines (e.g., engineering).
4.1.1.

IFC schema

A schema is “a collection of entities (or classes), attributes, and relationships between entities”. A
schema defines the patterns or templates by which populations of these entities and relationship shall be
represented unlike a populated data model (Liebich, 2009).
4.1.1.1. IFC schema definition layers
The data structure of the IFC schema is defined in four layers, which fundamentally consist of classes,
attributes, rules, functions, property sets, and quantity sets. These four layers are explained as follows:
The IFC schema’s data structure is defined in four layers, which include classes, attributes, rules,
functions, property sets, and quantity sets. - IFC4.0.2.1 schema conceptual layers Figure 20 shows a
diagrammatic representation of the IFC schema layer. These four layers are described below.
•

Resource layer: This is the lowest layer which includes all individual schemas containing
resource definitions. They cannot exist independently because these definitions do not include
a globally unique identifier. It can only exist if referenced (directly or indirectly) by one or more
entities deriving from IfcRoot (unlike other layers). The categories contain entities that represent
basic properties such as geometry, materials, quantities, dates, times, and costs. The properties
are generic and do not necessarily apply to buildings (ISO TC184, 2018), (Azenha, et al., 2022).

*

The most recent official IFC4 version is 4.0.2.1, which was released in October 2017. (ISO 16739-1:2018). IFC4.3 was released in March
2022 and is now under ISO voting.
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•

Core layer: This layer contains entities that represent abstract concepts that will be used to
define entities in the upper layers. All entities defined at the core layer or above carry a globally
unique id with the option of also storing the owner and history information. The kernel schema
and the core extension schema contain the most general entity definitions (ISO TC184, 2018),
(Azenha, et al., 2022).
•

The Kernel schema defines key concepts such as actor, group, process, relationships,
etc.

•

The Product extension schema defines abstract building components as space,
location, element, and annotation.
Control and process extension schemas define tasks, procedures, scheduling, and
approvals (process and control).

•
•

•

Interoperability layer: This layer includes schema containing entity definitions that are
specific to a general product, process, or resource specialisation that find applications across
several disciplines. The entity definitions are typically applicable in inter-domain exchange and
sharing of construction information. Entities defined in this layer can be referenced and
specialised by all entities above in the hierarchy (ISO TC184, 2018).
Domain layer: This layer, which is at the highest level, includes schema containing entity
definitions that are specialisations of products, processes, or resources specific to a certain
discipline. They contain definitions of concepts specific to individual domains such as
architecture, structural engineering, etc. The definitions are typically used for intra-domain
exchange and sharing of information (ISO TC184, 2018), (Azenha, et al., 2022).
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Figure 20 - IFC4.0.2.1 schema conceptual layers (ISO TC184, 2018)
The IFC schema operates on a ladder principle. In other words, the Resource classes can refer only other
Resource classes in the same layer. The ladder principle is applicable within the Core layer wherein the
Kernel classes can be referenced by the classes in the Core extension. The ladder principle also applies
when the Core classes can interact with the neighbouring Core classes within and also while referring
within the Resource classes. However, referencing of Core classes with Interoperability or Domain
Layer is not applicable. A similar scenario follows with the upper Interoperability layer where the classes
in this layer can refer within themselves and also with the Resource and Core layers. Finally, the
Domain/Application layer can refer any class in the Resource, Core and Interoperability layer without
any limitations (IAI, 1998). The same concept can be seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 - Layering concept of IFC architecture (the figure is created on the basis of (Jeong, et
al., 2009))
4.1.2.

Information Delivery Manuel

A model is a population of a schema that adheres to the patterns, templates, and restrictions defined by
the schema. It includes the entities' actual instances (or classes). This type of model is also known as a
populated data model, a project data model, or a building information model (if the data is specific to
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the construction sector). A building (information) model is represented by an IFC exchange file (Liebich,
2009).
The Data model is put together in accordance with the following hierarchical relationships: (1) Model
Definition View, which is composed of (2) Exchange Requirement, which is composed of its (3)
Functional Component, and (4) Concept, which constitutes the integrating part of the Data model. Figure
22 shows a graphic representation of this information.

Figure 22 - Hierarchy diagram of IFC data model (the figure is created on the basis of (Wix &
Karlshøj, 2010))
4.1.2.1. Model View Definition
The ISO 29481-1 and ISO 29481-2 standards have been developed to ensure a common methodology
for capturing and defining processes and information flows for the complete construction life cycle in
the production of a BIM model. It specifies everything that the final BIM model must have in order to
function correctly when delivered to the client’s software.
A MVD is a set of information from the information model that can be supported by a type of software
application (Wix & Karlshøj, 2010). It defines a subset of Schema IFC that is required to satisfy one or
more Exchange Requirements in the context of the AECO industry. The MVD therefore defines a set of
information concerning the IFC concepts: classes, attributes, relationships, property sets, quantities, etc.
to be used within the subset represented by this MVD.
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From the perspective of the building process, the IDM-MVD approach is derived to identify and specify
the relevant entities from a schema that contains information, attributes of the entities, and rules for
specified exchange use-cases. This identifies and specifies the entities involved in the construction
process. IDMs are created by subject domain experts to give references in a human-readable format.
These references should be relevant to use-case scopes, business processes, and the exchange
requirements of specific use-case exchange situations. As a result, an IFC-based model view is a model
subset of the IFC schema in terms of end-user requirements for IFC implementation. The most common
format for representing MVD is mvdXML (Chipman, et al., 2016).
The definition of "contracted information exchange" is defined in a document called the IDM. It is
defined by the BIM users (domain experts). From the IDM, it is possible to define the software
implementation of the data sets that have to be exchanged: The MVD, which in turn is the software
implementation process, and the desired IFC interoperability are made available to the end user, as can
be seen in Figure 23 (Azenha, et al., 2022).

Figure 23 - Four phase integrated process (the figure is created on the basis of
(BuildingSMART, 2012))
The IDM and Exchange Requirements Model (ERM) are independent of the current IFC version. Where
MDV is version specific. The most important effect of MVD on interoperability is that it keeps
information exchange to the bare minimum and paves the way for information exchange to be done
automatically.
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4.1.2.2. Exchange Requirements
An Exchange Requirement (ER) is a set of data that needs to be exchanged in order to fulfil a specific
business requirement at a particular stage of a project. Currently, it is specified that for an IDM, the
information collection must be defined within the IFC model. In contrast, the IDM approach will work
with other industry standard models that describe information sets (Wix & Karlshøj, 2010). An exchange
requirement's primary objective is to provide a non-technical description of the information. An
exchange requirement intended audience is typically architects, engineers, and contractors, among
others. However, the solution provider should embrace it because it is necessary for acquiring the
technical information required to implement the solution.
ERs expressed as Exchange Requirement Models (ERM) and Functional Parts map to a data model
schema (FP). Model subparts are extracted from the data model and implemented as "model views" in
domain applications. Model views are used to make translators for mapping software, internal data
models to and from model views, and export and import routines for target exchange scenarios. The
technical answer to an exchange demand is embodied as an exchange requirement model. It acts as a
backbone for a software programme, allowing information to be exchanged for a specific purpose, at a
specific moment in time on a project, and at a particular location. As a result, it meets all of the
requirements for supporting a project workflow in strict accordance with the norms and working
methods defined for an area, country, or framework agreement. The exchange requirement model, on
the other hand, is dependent on the release version of the information model from which it is derived.
So, an exchange requirement can have more than one exchange requirement model as a technical
solution. Each technical solution follows a different release of the information model (Wix & Karlshøj,
2010).
In a BIM process, the information needed to make ERs is split into seven groups (NIBS, 2008):
•
•

Who is requesting the information
Why is the activity taking place

•
•

At what stage is the project execution
What defines the entities, objects, and properties of the architectural model needed by the
estimator to complete the task and also what is delivered between the parties and the applications

•
•

To whom is the request being given
How generally are the resources used to develop the design and construction of a project that do
not become part of the project
Data from inputs and outputs is referenced and used in the process of developing and
maintaining the constructed environment.

•

4.1.2.3. Functional Parts and Concepts
A Functional Part (FP) is a unit of information, or in essence, a single idea that is used by solution
providers to support an ER. A functional part describes the information in terms of the required
capabilities of the industry standard information model, which forms the basis. As per the present norms
for IDM, the FP are based on versions of the IFC model. A FP is fully described as an information model
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in its own right as well as being a subset of the information model on which it is based (Wix & Karlshøj,
2010).
The FP focuses on the individual tasks performed within a business process. A particular unit of
information is the primary focus of an action within an exchange requirement. For instance, in order to
exchange a building model, the walls, windows, doors, slab, roof, etc. must first be modelled. Each of
these structural elements' modelling processes is described within a functional section. Each functional
component gives a comprehensive technical description of the information that must be transmitted as
a result of the activity. Given that it is conceivable for an action to occur within several exchange
requirements, it follows that a FP may likewise be related to multiple exchange requirements. To meet
this requirement, the FP are designed to be reusable across a variety of ER. Nonetheless, certain FP may
deal with more general concepts and involve frequent engagement. For example, functional components
that deal with relationships, such as applying a categorization to an element, or geometric shape
representation, FP includes walls, windows, roofs, etc.
A concept is a fragment of information that can be used in a FP (where it is bound to a release of the
IFC model) or to an ER (where it is expressed in generic terms). It can also be applied to highlight the
basic functionalities within a model, such as naming, identification, etc. A concept does not necessarily
relate simply to a single entity or even to a whole entity. For example, the concept of a software identifier
simply describes how a globally unique identifier attribute is asserted for an entity (Wix & Karlshøj,
2010).
4.1.3.

International Framework for Dictionaries

The ISO 12006-3 standard includes the buildingSMART Data Dictionary (bSDD). bSDD is a shared
library of objects and their attributes utilising ontology* for the building and construction industry in
different languages. It is used to identify objects in the built environment and their specific properties
regardless of language. The bSDD is not for specific instances of objects, but for general terms. Software
developers can build on top of these definitions to create specific objects (Azenha, et al., 2022). The
standard defines the language of independent information models and as such is suitable for the
development of terminologies in this field, thus enabling data terminologies to be understood and
exchanged.
4.1.4.

IFC certification

IFC2x3 Certification is based on one MVD, the so-called Coordination View 2.0. The original intend of
this MVD was to support the ER for the coordination of BIM-models from architects, structural and
building service engineers during the design phase. BuildingSMART had to allow some flexibility
during the certification which led to green, yellow, and red checkmarks. If a user would not expect a
specific IFC support in an application, this became a "limited" (yellow) or "not" (red) supported
checkmark, but still certified. CV2.0 from IFC2x3 became split into two MVDs for IFC4: The Reference
View, basically for viewing and coordination purposes and referencing domain models to each other
(e.g., for clash detection) and the Design Transfer View for importing and exporting IFC-models. With

*

A set of concepts and categories in a subject area or domain that shows their properties and the relations between them.
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this the certification also shall become more rigorous, which means, an application can only pass, if it
supports the whole MVD without any exceptions. IFC4 certification is based on the learning curve from
IFC2x3, which started with the Reference View and ends with the Design Transfer View. The detailed
identification of exchange scenarios and collection of appropriate Exchange Requirements are quite a
challenge, especially when it should be ensured that they meet the requirements of a huge majority of
users (BuildingSMART, 2022).
Table 8 - The differences between IFC2x3 and IFC4 Certification (BuildingSMART, 2022)
IFC2x3

IFC4

Platform based on internet hosted Oracle
database

Platform based on Azure Cloud and therefore
scalable

Checking tool only suitable for one MVD

Better UI

MVD only available as prosa description, which
means not machine-readabl

Support of mvdXML
•
•
•
•

machine-readable
checking tool suitable for multiple
MVDs driven by mvdXML
platform can be automatically
configured for multiple MVDs driven
by mvdXML
mvdXML can also be used by vendors
for auto-configuration of IFCinterfacesAPI for access to checking
tool

Support of BCF, also via API, to integrate issue
management during auditing into BIM-app
Improved test cases ("lessons learnt from
IFC2x3")

4.2.

OpenBIM data model for time schedule information by using IFC schema

The information that is necessary to generate the openBIM data model for Time Schedule Information
can be broken down into seven fundamental pieces: (1) Project information; (2) Work plan information;
(3) Work schedule information; (4) Work calendar information; (5) Task information; (6) Resource
information; (7) Product information. As shown in the Figure 24.

1. Project information: A construction project’s core information is the details of the design,
engineering, construction, or maintenance activities. The information can be described using
IfcProject, which is contingent on the context of the project. The context of the project includes
information about default units, the project coordinate system, coordinate space dimension, and
so on. The provision of a root instance and context for the information that is related to the
project is the major function that IfcProject fulfills.
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2. Work plan information: Work planning and scheduling are crucial parts of work plan
information. At its root, planning is the prioritisation of various tasks by determining the most
efficient ways to do them and allocating the necessary time for completion. Within the IFC
schema, this information is represented by IfcWorkPlan. In a strict sense, IfcWorkPlan is a
repository for meta data about a set of work schedules.
3. Work schedule information: Scheduling is the process of making decisions about when and
by whom various works/tasks will be completed. It also indicates the time required to complete
each of those actions. An IfcWorkSchedule provides a task schedule for a work plan, which
might itself comprise a collection of schedules for various purposes.
4. Work calendar information: The terms "working”, and "non-working" time periods are used
to refer to the time periods for tasks and resources, respectively, in the Work Calendar
Information. IfcWorkCalendar is used in the IFC schema to represent work calendar
information. IfcWorkCalendar lets you establish distinct and repeating time periods based on
recurrence patterns.
5. Task information: The Task Information contains the specifications and details regarding an
identifiable item of work and its associated tasks. The activity may have a connection with the
construction activity or the installation of products, but it doesn't have to. A task can also be
applied to design procedures, moving operations, and other design, construction, and operating
activities. In the IFC schema, IfcTask is used to express Task Information.
6. Resource information: Resource Information outlines the specifics or information required to
assess the costs, schedule, and other impacts resulting from the use of a resource or a product.
The utilisation of construction equipment or the amount of manpower engaged in the execution
of a work, for example, falls under Resource Information. IfcResource represents the Resource
Information in the IFC schema.
7. Product information: The abstract information of any object in regard to its geometric or
spatial context is represented by Product Information. It also contains details about non-physical
elements like grids, annotations, structural actions, and so on. IfcProduct is the entity in the IFC
schema that is responsible for representing the Product Information.
The Time Schedule Information is mainly made up of classes and attributes that determine the data
included within it. The classes and attributes are fundamental in constructing the Time Schedule
Information meta model. Table 9 describes these classes and attributes in depth, as well as how they
affect the information in the IFC schema.

Table 9 - Entities to represent time schedule information in IFC schema (ISO TC184, 2018)
Entity

Attributes

Description

Type

WorkingTimes

Set of times periods that are
regarded as an initial set-up of
working times. Exception times IfcWorkTime
can then further restrict these
working times.

ExceptionTimes

Set of times periods that define
IfcWorkTime
exceptions (non-working times)

IfcWorkCalendar
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Entity

Attributes

Description
for the given working times
including the base calendar, if
provided.

Type

PredefinedType

Identifies the predefined types
IfcWorkCalendar
of a work calendar from which
TypeEnum
the type required may be set.

Status

Current status of the task.

WorkMethod

The method of work used in
IfcLabel
carrying out a task.

IsMilestone

Identifies whether a task is a
milestone task (=TRUE) or not IfcBoolean
(= FALSE).

Priority

A value that indicates the
relative priority of the task (in
IfcInteger
comparison to the priorities of
other tasks).

TaskTime

Time related information for the
IfcTaskTime
task.

PredefinedType

Identifies the predefined types
of a task from which the type IfcTaskTypeEnum
required may be set.

PredefinedType

Identifies the predefined types
IfcPermittypeEnum
of permit that can be granted.

Status

The status currently assigned to
IfcLabel
the permit.

Long
Description

Detailed description of the
IfcText
request.

CreationDate

The date that the plan is created. IfcDateTime

Creators

The authors of the work plan.

Purpose

A description of the purpose of
IfcLabel
the work schedule.

Duration

The total duration of the entire
IfcDuration
work schedule.

TotalFloat

The total time float of the entire
IfcDuration
work schedule.

StartTime

The start time of the schedule.

IfcDateTime

IfcWorkControl

FinishTime

The finish time of the schedule.

IfcDateTime

IfcWorkPlan

PredefinedType

Identifies the predefined types
of a work plan from which the IfcWorkPlanTypeEnum
type required may be set.

IfcTask

IfcTask

IfcPermit

IfcWorkControl

IfcWorkSchedule PredefinedType
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IfcLabel

IfcPerson

Identifies the predefined types
of a work schedule from which IfcWorkScheduleTypeEnum
the type required may be set.
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Figure 24 - Logical meta data model for schedule information
Figure 24 depicts the creation of an information data model for schedule estimation using the IFC
standard. Time management in a project is crucial, thus the model needs to be able to adapt to real-world
constraints like deadlines and budgets. A suitable data model will contain numerous levels of entities
that manage the overall status of the project to implement this. The relationship that exists between
IfcProject, IfcRelDeclares, and IfcRelAggregates may be inferred from the schema presented in Figure
24. IfcRelDeclares aggregate also meta data across IfcPermit and IfcWorkPlan, while IfcRelAggregates
is vital in segregating the objects in the IfcProduct to distribute suitably.
Furthermore, the IfcRelaggregates regulate IfcWorkPlan, IfcPermit, and IfcWorkSchedule, behaving as
a feed forward network of interconnected entities. Despite the fact that IfcRealaggregates is in charge
of overseeing IfcWorkSchedule, IfcRelAssignsToControl nevertheless plays a vital role in the process.
IfcRelAssignsToControl have a significant impact on the overall IfcProject because they have control
over IfcTask, IfcWorkCalendar, IfcConstructionResource, and IfcWorkSchedule. IfcRelSequence has a
stronger influence on IfcTask since it supervises the entire structure of the IfcProject, and IfcTask is
constantly monitored for changes in IfcProduct. IfcRelNests will be responsible for controlling the
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instances in the event where IfcPermit and IfcTask include numerous objects. IfcRelNests are used to
connect IfcTask to IfcProcedure and IfcEvent. IfcRelSequence connects IfcEvent with IfcProcedure.
4.3.

OpenBIM data model for cost estimation by using IFC schema

Entities for cost scheduling data are included in the IFC schema. To define the logical meta cost data
model, cost scheduling information is broken down into six categories: (1) Cost schedule information,
(2) Cost item information; (3) Quantity information; (4) Price information; (5) Product information;
(6) Resource information.
1. Cost schedule information: Estimating the costs of construction is the primary purpose of the
cost schedule information, although it can also be combined with the cost information with
another work order. This information is represented by IfcCostSchedule in the IFC schema.
2. Cost item information: IfcCostItem in the IFC schema specifies the assignment of a cost or
financial value along with a description of the item or product in the context of being relevant
to a cost schedule. For example, information regarding the cost of the product can be applied to
the form work, concrete, or steel used in the project.
3. Quantity information: The term "quantity information" refers to a collection of derived
measurements of an element's exact quantities. In the IFC schema, IfcElementQuantity
represents this information. IfcQuantitySet is an abstract supertype that applies to all quantity
sets that are associated to objects. A quantity set is a container class for individual quantities in
a quantity tree. These quantities are interpreted by their name attribute and classified according
to their measure type. Quantities include length, area, volume, and time, among other things.
4. Price information: The rates or costs declared in the bill of quantities or cost schedule are
represented by the pricing information. In the IFC schema, this price information is represented
by IfcAppliedValue and IfcCostValue.
The definition of (5) Product information, and (6) Resource information is the same as indicated in
section 4.2 OpenBIM data model for time schedule information by using IFC schema. Table 11
describes these classes and attributes in depth, as well as how they affect the information in the IFC
schema.

Table 10 - Entities to represent cost schedule information in IFC schema (ISO TC184, 2018)
Entity

IfcAppliedValue
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Attributes

Description

Type

Name

A name or additional
clarification given to a cost IfcLabel
value

Description

The description that may
apply additional informa- IfcText
tion about a cost value.

AppliedValue

The extent or quantity or
IfcAppliedValue-Select
amount of an applied value.
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Entity

Attributes

Description

The number and unit of
measure on which the unit
cost is based.
The date on or from which
an
applied
value
is
ApplicableDate
applicable.
The date until which applied
FixedUntilDate
value is applicable.
Specification of the type of
cost used.In the absence of
any well-defined standard, it
is recommended that local
agreements should be made
Category
to define allowable and
understandable cost value
types within a project or
region.
The condition under which a
cost value applies. For
example, within the context
Condition
of a bid submission, this
may refer to an option that
may or may not be elected.
The arithmetic operator
applied
to
component
ArithmeticOperator
values.
Optional component values
from which AppliedValue is
Components
calculated.
Reference to an external
reference, e.g., library,
classification, or document
HasExternalReference information,
that
is
associated
to
the
IfcAppliedValue.
Indicates the work, usage,
and times scheduled and
Usage
completed.
Indicates the unit costs for
which accrued amounts
BaseCosts
should be calculated.
Identifies the base quantity
consumed of the resource
BaseQuantity
relative to assignments.
Placement of the product in
space, the placemnet can be
ObjectPlacement
absolute,relative
or
constraint
UnitBasis

IfcAppliedValue

IfcConstruction
resource

IfcConstruction
resource

IfcProduct

IfcProduct

Representation

Type
IfcMeasureWithUnit

IfcDate
IfcDate

IfcLabel

IfcLabel

IfcAirthematic
OperatorEnum
IfcAppliedValue

IfcExternal
ReferenceRelationship

IfcResourceTime

IfcAppliedValue

IfcPhysicalQuantity

IfcObjectPlacement

Reference
to
the
representations
of
the IfcProductRepresentation
product, being either a
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Entity

Attributes

ReferencedBy

PredefinedType

IfcCostSchedule
Status

SubmittedOn

PredefinedType
IfcCostItem

CostQuantities
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Description
representation or as a
special case a shape
representation.
Reference
to
the
IfcRelAssignsToProduct
relationship, by which other
subtypes of IfcObject can be
related to the product.
Predefined generic type for
a cost schedule that is
specified in an enumeration.
There may be a property set
given specifically for the
predefined types.
The current status of a cost
schedule. Examples of
status values that might be
used for a cost schedule
status include:
• PLANNED
• APPROVED
• AGREED
• ISSUED
•
STARTED
The date and time on which
the cost schedule was
submitted.
Predefined generic type for
a cost item that is specified
in an enumeration. There
may be a property set given
specifically
for
the
predefined types.
Component quantities of the
same type for which the
total quantity for the cost
item is calculated as the
sum.

Type

IfcRelAssignsToProduct

IfcActorSelect

IfcLabel

IfcDateTime

IfcCostItemTypeEnum

IfcPhysicalQuantity
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Entity

Attributes

IfcCostItem

CostValues

Description
Type
Component costs for which
the total cost for the cost
item is calculated, and then
multiplied by the total
CostQuantities if provided.
IfcCostValue
If
CostQuantities
is
provided
then
values
indicate
unit
costs,
otherwise values indicate
total costs.

Figure 25 - Logical meta data model for cost estimation
Figure 25 depicts the development of an information data model for cost estimation using the IFC
standard. IfcCostItem is dependent on a number of entities that are related at various levels of objects.
If there are multiple IfcCostItems stacked on top of each other, IfcRelNests will control the related
objects to be nested accordingly. IfcRelAssignsToControl, on the other hand, will assign the IfcCostItem
with the IfcProduct and IfcCostSchedule and thus play a key role in controlling the value of the
IfcCostItem. IfcProduct is governed by the IfcRelDefinesByProperties, which also have control over the
IfcCostItem; hence, we can say that IfcProduct is one of the key entities that governs the IfcCostItem.
Although IfcRelDefinesByProperties is influenced by IfcPropertySetDefinition, the latter also
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influences the main character, i.e., IfcQuantitySet and IfcPropertySet. Despite it being clear that
IfcRelAssociatesAppliedValue has a significant impact on IfcCostItem, its cascading effect on
IfcConstructionResource and IfcAppliedValue should not be overlooked because it has an included
description of IfcCostValue. IfcConstructionResource is then overseen by IfcRelAssignsToControl,
which in fact plays a major role across the board in controlling most.
4.4.

Conclusion

The BIM Model Development Specification is used to determine the amount, type, and accuracy of the
intended data for the BIM model. The information model that was developed must be shared throughout
the various software applications that are employed by the different stakeholders in the BIM process.
As a result, it is critical for the data information model to enable simple collaboration throughout the
various software applications. To enable successful data sharing or data interoperability, each part of
the contributing data structure must map to the universal data structure without exceptions. To achieve
data sharing among many stakeholders, a constraint is imposed on the data information model by making
it open, allowing it to be shared or used by any software package throughout the project life cycle. This
model's openness can be achieved through the use of an open data standard known as IFC. When the
modeller wants to generate the models, they will use these meta models in the model authoring
environment, as well as as a reference to validate the ".ifc" files.
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5. BUSINESS PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING
5.1.

Business value of BIM

The results of the market survey (chapter 3 - Market research) open-ended questions show that the
perceived business value of BIM is related to both desirable future BIM outcomes and actual BIM
outcomes. The perceived actual outcomes of BIM included a wide range of outcomes, including positive
outcomes for project development and project progress, as well as issues and increased costs. The
desirable future business value of BIM, on the other hand, is considered unattainable now due to the
obstacles and related costs of BIM adoption. The challenges also had an impact on how people regarded
the project’s progress and the business values of BIM in relation to the project’s outcome. Individual
and project-level perceptions of the business value of BIM, such as those held by project managers, as
well as business process and organisational level perspectives, were found to be related (e.g., by business
unit managers).
5.1.1.

Ex-ante perspective desired future effects of BIM

According to the Belgian market survey participants, the potential desirable impacts of BIM’s business
value include less errors and rework on the construction site, higher quality and more efficient
maintenance, and improved collaboration through visual communication and planning. All of these
advantages are anticipated as a consequence of BIM implementation. It has been determined that the
aspects that have been identified as increasing the business value will not become a reality until the
degree of BIM maturity in Belgium has increased and the obstacles associated with BIM have been
brought under control.
According to Vass and Gustavsson's (2014) research, there is a need for a more in-depth understanding
of the difficulties associated with varied perspectives on the business value of BIM. They came to this
conclusion after comparing their perceptions of the future business value of BIM with their perceptions
of the business value of IT, which they considered to encompass not only capabilities but also enablers
of business value (Vass & Gustavsson, 2014).
Future-oriented BIM implementation outcomes are influenced by differences in the roles that employees
perform within the organisation. A top-down application would result in measurable project
performance improvements, such as a lower bid spread, fewer errors and remedial work, enhanced safety
on the building site, earlier completion timelines, lower drawing prices, and fewer appeal procedures. It
is difficult to undertake an appropriate assessment of the project's performance since the repercussions
of using BIM cannot be isolated. For BIM and project managers of large construction projects who use
a bottom-up BIM implementation, the projected business benefit is more at the individual and project
level. For business unit managers, participation is also linked to business processes and organisational
levels. This included expectations that BIM would have a positive impact on and improve existing
company models and strategies, as well as work habits and decision-making. One project manager saw
actual results as problems and extra costs, but the other half of the project managers thought that actual
results had a positive effect on project performance.
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5.1.2.

Ex-post perspective project progress and project outcome related effects

Vass and Gustavsson (2014) observed two types of business value of BIM in ongoing projects on a
global scale. The first category was connected to managing and minimising project management
challenges, such as enhanced coordination, reduced conflict, better communication, and increased
customer satisfaction. The second was related to project outcomes and was associated with managing
efficiency and optimization, such as lower cost, shorter completion time, and greater energy
performance. Business values associated with project progress were statistically more significant, and
there was a better knowledge of business values associated with project progress than with project
outcome (Vass & Gustavsson, 2014).
5.1.3.

Ex-post perspective challenges and added costs

The existing difficulties associated with implementing BIM make it more difficult to envision the future
economic advantages that are desired from BIM. This ultimately leads to increased expenditures on an
individual and project level, as well as on an organisational level and at the level of business processes.
It was claimed that there would be high initial capital expenditures, expensive software updates,
additional training, higher complexity, and increased hazards. Lack of BIM incentives and resistance to
change are two things that used to be seen as problems for creating business value but are now seen as
challenges.
Prior knowledge and understanding of BIM influences project progress and the business value of BIM
in relation to project outcomes. The actors’ pre-existing experience of BIM in regard to numerous
implementation problems, such as: (1) resistance to change; (2) high investment costs; and (3) pricey
new software, determines how the project's development and business value are associated with BIM.
Also, knowing how to deal with BIM implementation challenges in the past supports the need for a
better understanding of the challenges related to BIM's business value. This is so that the current rational
and normative understanding of the content and perspective of BIM's business value can be rethought
and challenged.
These perspectives diverged from the concept of the business value of IT (Melville, et al., 2004), in that
the business value of BIM is seen as costs and challenges rather than merely as "values" of benefits
associated with organisational performance. However, the inter and intra-organizational changes
described in the model as catalysts for business value creation at the corporate, industry, and macro
levels, such as changing work practises, policies, business models, and roles, did emerge in the
interviews and observations, but as challenges and difficulties rather than catalysts. These included
challenges associated with adjusting to present working habits; challenges associated with switching
roles; and so on. Determining the financial value of BIM is one challenge, and another obstacle is
mandating the use of BIM in bids.
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5.2.

Enablers of and obstacles to the business value of BIM

To investigate the business value of BIM, discussions were held with industry actors in the AECO sector
as well as a client in the Belgian public infrastructure sector. Besides the actors who participated in the
market research, additional interviews were held with the entire Belgian construction industry to be able
to present an unbiased opinion on the subject. The other key participants who participated in the
interviews know what BIM is but have little or no experience with it. Their background can be found in
Appendix B : Participants expert interviews. The respondents decided that the central emphasis of their
remarks would be on addressing the obstacles, difficulties, and barriers they encountered when seeking
to implement BIM for strategic advantage. The obstacles existed on three levels: the individual, the
project, and the organisational and business process levels. The characteristics highlighted as challenges
have the potential to be enablers of future desirable corporate ideals brought forth by BIM. The same
things that were said to help BIM reach its business goals in the future were also said to be problems
right now.
The commonly perceptions that the business value of BIM consists of desirable future BIM outcomes
that are currently hampered by BIM implementation issues and associated expenses highlighted the need
for increased awareness of the challenges associated with the business value of BIM. Respondents'
judgments of BIM's future ideal business ideals were commonly highlighted as a hindrance, and the
barriers and associated costs were frequently cited as the source of the block. When comparing the
perceptions of the business value of BIM with the understanding of the business value of IT by Melville
et al. (2004) as also including the factors and capabilities that enable the creation of business value, and
seeing how these factors and capabilities were described by respondents, not in terms of 'enablers',
'conditions', or 'prerequisites', but in terms of 'challenges', 'difficulties', and 'obstacles,' the challenges
associated with the business value of BIM
Using the IT Business Value Model (Melville, et al., 2004), ten categories of challenges, and not
enablers, related to the implementation of BIM for business value were identified. These were both intraand inter-organizational in nature and interrelated. Table 11 shows the ten categories with challenges
for the Business Value of BIM.
Table 11 - Ten challenges for creating Business Value of BIM
Categories

Changing work
internal practices

Description
According to actors in the Belgian AECO sector, the main business value
of BIM is seen in transforming organisational structures and traditional
working methods. There are also limited incentives for managers to
reengineer organisational structures, routines, and business models to
align them with BIM-based work methods at the moment.
Among the international AECO industry actors, having experience in
managing resistance towards change also impacted perceptions of
business value. Project managers find the changes fuzzy, incomplete and
confusing and often disregarded them.
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Education and
learning of BIM

Developing a
common definition of
BIM

Quantifying the
business value of
BIM

Implementing BIM
in operation &
maintenance

Increasing top
management support
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Overall competence development of the industry is a prerequisite for
business value creation with BIM. Some projects may be assigned
external BIM coordinators (consultants) as there is a lack of BIM
competent in-house staff. Later, education in BIM must be provided for
internal staff and more internal BIM coordinators need to be assigned.
Due to the absence of a standardised and widely accepted definition of
BIM, some projects do not employ it. Diverse BIM definitions and
expectations result in misunderstandings and increased costs, both
internally and for suppliers. Major projects also have a more
comprehensive definition of BIM than investment projects. Project
managers noticed that the absence of a single and globally accepted
definition of BIM contributed to certain projects' not using BIM and, as a
result, scepticism regarding the term "business value of BIM."
According to AECO industry actors, a business case for BIM with clear
and verifiable explanations for the business value of BIM is required to
persuade sceptic project managers and overcome some of the persistent
and deeply ingrained old misconceptions about new technology.
Otherwise, there is no reason for changing something that already works
"good enough". Analysing the economic implications of BIM
implementation is difficult for project managers. Some consider BIM to
be disruptive and costly to their daily project management. Furthermore,
implementation managers, business unit managers, and operations
managers stated that challenges and excessive expenses in procurement
contracts with ambiguous requirements hampered future potential
company value. It is also hard for project managers to figure out how BIM
affects the performance of a project.
The business value of BIM is often seen by AECO industry actors and
public stakeholders as having desirable future beneficial implications for
project performance. This would include advantageous economic effects
brought forth by more effective information management throughout the
product's life cycle. BIM, on the other hand, is increasingly perceived as
an expense in the short term rather than a long-term investment. The
managers of the BIM pilot project who had implemented BIM on their
own initiative stated that the responsibility for including maintenance fell
on a small group of dedicated project managers. However, due to the
maintenance department's aversion to BIM and the fact that other ongoing
change projects are prioritised, it has been difficult to involve them in the
implementation.
Belgian AECO industry participants have mentioned a lack of funding,
training, and resources for implementing business process management
(BIM) as one of the major barriers to BIM adoption in Belgium. Foreign
industry participants' views of the business value of BIM can also be
traced to a lack of support from the top.
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Requiring BIM from
the supply chain

Creating incentives
for BIM
implementation

Changing and
creating new roles

It is believed that the current pricing pressure and the mentality of seeking
the lowest bid, which drives the procurement process, also make it
difficult to meet BIM demands in procurement. In Belgium, BIM does not
yet possess legal standing over paper drawings and reports. Consultants
and contractors have to make changes to their business strategies and
models in order to meet their clients' needs.
The deployment of BIM at the public client's organisation will lead to the
overall objective of modifying the work patterns of internal project
managers as well as suppliers, with the intention of fostering industrywide transformation, innovation, and productivity. Changes are also made
to the procurement contracts to accommodate additional supplier requests
for BIM-based work procedures. However, numerous difficulties will
arise. Nowadays, to avoid the requirement for BIM in new procurement
contracts, new contracts are introduced, or they are simply ignored in
favour of existing contract versions. Within the framework of the new
procurement contracts, suppliers need to be provided with detailed
instructions and requirements for how to work with BIM.
The creation of BIM-related economic advantages is a required step
before the business value of BIM can be realised. The low-bid mindset
that pervades the industry, along with restricted budgets and timetables,
makes this a hard proposition to do. There are no obvious incentives for
project managers who are responsible for the project's schedule, cost, and
quality to employ BIM, which would increase risks and uncertainties and
jeopardise project completion. People who were excited about BIM in the
past, like project managers or customers, are often the ones who provided
the impetus for the implementation of BIM. There are also not many
strong incentives for management to change the existing organisational
structures and business strategies. While many managers of BIM pilot
projects feel that top management does not provide enough additional
resources for BIM, they are now seeking to motivate themselves by
conversing with industry leaders and attending BIM-related events such
as conferences and seminars.
Actors in the AECO industry related the business value of BIM to the
challenges of creating new jobs and redefining existing ones. Because of
the increasing risks and costs, there is a necessity for the creation of new
professional jobs such as BIM-Coordinators and BIM-managers. BIMmanagers not only assist project managers, but they also take an active
role in the development of new procurement contracts. Some project
managers see this as a shift in power dynamics, with greater authority
delegated to the BIM-managers. Furthermore, project managers
considered that BIM posed a danger to the traditional project manager's
job, which could lead to antagonism towards BIM.
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Managing a lack of
interoperability

5.3.

The lack of compatibility across different software systems is considered
a significant barrier to the realisation of the business benefit of BIM. The
willingness of project actors to collaborate with each other and
communicate is essential to the production of economic benefit. Because
of the ephemeral nature of the relationships and the strong emphasis on
receiving the lowest possible offer, there is a significant breakdown in
communication across the various project phases and actors, which leads
to increased investment costs. Costly BIM installations and upgrades also
have a negative impact on the perceptions of the business value of BIM
among the international AECO actors. A lack of interoperability also
poses challenges to business value. BIM experts have put a lot of time,
resources, and effort into figuring out how to deal with this problem. They
have done this by joining BIM networks and trying to set industry-wide
shared standards.

Interoperability business model

The focus of this section is on different kinds of business models that can be supported by various kinds
of platforms. A business model known as the “platform business model” is a strategy centred on linking
individuals and organisations for the purpose of sharing a common resource or another common goal
(Cusumano, et al., 2019). In addition, Parker, et al., (2016) characterised it as a novel business model
that is premised on the encouragement of value-creating interactions between third-party producers and
consumers (Parker, et al., 2016).
Substantial friction reduction is a necessary but not sufficient prerequisite for the success of a multisided
platform (Evans and Schmalensee, 2016). According to Parker, et al., (2016) four characteristics can be
observed in industries that are poised for a platform revolution:
•

•

•
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Construction is information-intensive: Multiple studies have found that the AECO industry's
business value is information-intensive, with a massive amount of documents generated and
transferred between the appointment parties who are contractually linked to the project
(Sommerville & Craig, 2006), (Hua, 2013), (Christodoulou, 2017). Christodoulou (2017) sees
information accuracy and timeliness as reasons for successful and timely project completion.
With the usage of BIM technology, the AECO sector has become increasingly information
intensive (Christodoulou, 2017).
Construction is dependent on Gatekeepers: The gatekeepers in a pipeline business model are
in charge of managing the flow of value from the producer to the customer. The general
contractor’s BIM manager is mainly the gatekeeper since they control what information and
tools are used on a project. The BIM managers are the administrators of the BIM servers, BIM
models, CDEs, etc. In well-organized projects, gatekeeping is viewed as a feature rather than a
bug.
Construction is fragmented: The fragmented nature of the sector is also well-known (Hua,
2013); (McKinsey Global Institute, 2017). Computer-integrated construction is a key direction
of research (Turk, 2020). The industry is highly fragmented in the sense of (1) vertical
fragmentation (between project phases), (2) horizontal fragmentation (between different
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•

specialists of disciplines at a given project phase), where communication and information
exchange problems proliferate (Hua, 2013), (3) project fragmentation where each project is
unique and starts from scratch, building on previous work only to a limited extent and also
leaving behind little but the work that was done specifically for this project; and finally (4)
construction is fragmented across businesses, many of them being small or medium (Turk, et
al., 2022). While BIM solves the vertical (1) and horizontal (2) fragmentation, it does
remarkably little or nothing to address the industry's fragmentation into a variety of projects (3)
and a multitude of companies (4).
Construction is prone to information asymmetry: Communication develops the relationships
necessary for successful project outcomes (Project Management Institute, 2013). However, due
to self-interest, the appointment parties involved will not be willing to give all the information
(Cerić, 2013). As a result, there is information asymmetry. According to Schieg (2008), the term
"information asymmetry" refers to a circumstance in which one of the two parties involved in a
cooperative endeavour is better informed than the other. Although BIM, at least in theory,
enhances access to information within projects, this is not the case across the industry and across
all projects. A significant amount of data and expertise is kept secret within organisations and
projects, preventing it from being exploited to its full potential in other settings where it might
be applicable.

BIM is associated with the current state of the art technology in construction digitalisation. It is
commonly recognised that certain components of BIM technology serve as platforms for others to build
on. For example, BuildingSMART's interoperability platform regards IFCs as a foundation for thirdparty application development (Buildingsmart, n.d.). However, this merely touches the surface of BIM
technology's interface with platforms.
To maximise interoperability and simply enable the full capacity of openBIM, which is significantly
higher than what the open IFC data format defines openBIM. The OpenAPI Specification (OAS) should
be used for data exchange between different organisations. This will enable the connections of all
applications capable of communicating with web services and overcome the conventional notion of
interoperability as data integration and linking.
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6. CONCLUSION
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate how the Belgian AECO industry can gain economically
from the interoperability of BIM-based construction project management. The business value of BIM
has previously been associated with mainly positive economic effects from having implemented BIM
in large and unique projects (ex-post). This dissertation shows a gap between desirable business value
(future outcomes) and current challenges and added costs (actual outcomes). The business value of BIM
shall be understood as the economic and non-economic impacts of construction project management
and its enablers in term of organizational factors and capabilities.
Based on market research, ten typical enablers of business value have been delineated. Based on IT
business value model (Melville, et al., 2004), the enablers were identified as ten challenges associated
with the correct implementation of BIM, for maximising business value. These were both intraorganizational and inter-organizational in nature, and they were highly related to each other: (1)
changing work internal practices; (2) education and learning of BIM; (3) developing a common
definition of BIM; (4) quantifying the business value of BIM; (5) implementing BIM in operation &
maintenance; (6) increasing top management support; (7) requiring BIM from the supply chain; (8)
creating incentives for BIM implementation; (9) changing and creating new roles; (10) managing a lack
of interoperability need to be improved to become enablers of future desirable business value.
Diverse definitions and expectations of BIM result in misconceptions and greater overheads associated
with the execution of construction project management, which are viewed as ambiguous, incomplete,
and perplexing by project managers. As a direct result, project managers on the building site do not
support BIM since BIM is perceived as disruptive and cost-increasing for their day-to-day project
management. The business value of BIM is becoming increasingly seen as a short-term cost rather than
an investment for the long run. It is indispensable to have a Belgian case study for BIM that outlines the
economic advantages of BIM to the construction community, so a clear and verifiable explanation of
the economic advantages of BIM can persuade sceptical project stakeholders and overcome the
pervasive and ingrained old preconceptions about digitalisation. In order to alleviate the scepticism that
many project managers have regarding BIM and to generate economic benefit for both their individual
projects and the construction industry as a whole in the broadest sense possible, my dissertation tries to
define a single definition of BIM and an approach to be tested with an IT solution.
BIM construction project management can provide a solution to the horizontal and vertical
fragmentation of the AECO industry. Although BIM, at least in theory, enhances access to information
within projects, this is not the case across stakeholders, the industry and across all projects. A significant
amount of data and expertise is kept secret within organisations and projects or not even processed,
preventing it from being exploited to its full potential. Thus, my dissertation provides a framework to
deal with the interoperability shortfalls across projects and companies.
Theoretically, we've made the argument that construction is a decent idea for the IT solution provider
business model and have classified some enablers. To date, software and tools of many types have
empowered construction professionals to do their design process adequately. My dissertation tries to
define how the lagging behind is the integration of construction project management can be managed.
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Due to the deficiencies of IFC for construction project management, logical meta-models supporting
construction project management data using open data schemas were developed. Cost Schedule
Information and Time Schedule Information were given significant care in order to contribute to the
development of 4D and 5D BIM construction management. This is highly realistic having tested during
the work an adequate IT solution called Bexel manager and it modules. The deficiency in Model View
Definitions: Coordinate View*, Reference View†, and Design Transfer View‡ are manifested when
exporting and importing meta-data into software tools. While Autodesk Navisworks cannot export 4D
models to the IFC format, Bexel can deliver open interoperability. Note: Bexel is exclusively certified
for IFC2x3 (BuildingSMART, n.d.). However, the model will become invalid when imported back into
a modelviewer such as Graphisoft Solibri showing that interoperability is not necessarily achieved from
venders that defined openBIM as their mantra.
Moreover, 5D BIM meta-data such as Cost Schedule Information is being categorised as an IFC property
parameter instead of an IFC Cost Schedule parameter. This is due to data filtering from the existing
MVDs used by most software applications. As a result, MVD serves a significant part in the process of
importing and exporting the data and are the deciding factors in filtering of the data from the software
applications. My dissertation suggests a further line of research: to update the existing MVDs with each
software's native MVD and make it as open source. Making it open source would help in collecting
various thoughts of approaching the problem and solving them.
The AECO sector has placed a strong emphasis on the project context, but the economics of the
transition to a genuine digital environment where data is king have been overshadowed. From seeking
to save costs by leveraging IT in a single project, to the reuse of data, information, and expertise across
projects, as well as collaboration and specialisation among stakeholders outside of the project context,
future work will be needed in many different areas, such as the true, not openBIM based, interoperability
and usability of such a digital construction solution, its main features, the complexity of the business
models, industry paradigm shifts, and changes to the entire value chains.
Furthermore, this dissertation rejects the "technocratic optimism" (BIM hype) which dominates the
current BIM research and raises important questions about the implications of such a trajectory on the
development of analysis. The outcome should help the players take action in their internal delivery
processes by adopting specialised tools and new workflows. Moreover, the outcomes will help clients
and investors to define the requirements in their Employer Information Requirements (EIR), Project
Delivery Plan (PDP) and Information Exchange Procedures (IEP).

*

Spatial and physical components for design coordination between architectural, structural, and building services (MEP) domains. This was a
MVD used in the scope of IFC2x3 TC1
†
Simplified geometric and relational representation of spatial and physical components to reference model information for design coordination
between architectural, structural, and building services (MEP) domains. This was a MVD used in the scope of IFC4.2 TC1. Purpose: Support
the coordination of the planning disciplines architecture, structural analysis and building service. Especially support clash detection and
resolution of issues resulting from geometry. This can be understood as a Coordination View 2.0 with slightly reduced and more focused range.
‡
Advanced geometric and relational representation of spatial and physical components to enable the transfer of model information from one
tool to another. Not a “round-trip” transfer, but a higher fidelity one-way transfer of data and responsibility. Purpose: Support the transfer of
model data to be used for further design, analysis, estimating and facility management tasks. This can be understood as a Coordination View
2.0 with some extended range.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AEC
AECO
bSDD
BIM
BOQ
CDE
COBie
D&B
DBFM
DXF
EIR
ER
ERM
EVM
FM
FP
FPS
GIS
HVAC
IDM
IEP
IFC
IFD
IGES
IPD
IS
ISO
LOD
MS
MVD
NBS
NIST
OAS
PDP
PPP
QTO
SMEs
TAM
TOE

Architecture, Engineering, and Construction
Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Operations
buildingSMART Data Dictionary
Building Information Modelling, Building Information Model, Building
Information Management
Bills of Quantities
Common Data Environment
Construction-Operations Building information exchange
Design & Build
Design, Build, Finance, and Maintain
Drawing eXchange Format
Employer Information Requirements
Exchange Requirements
Exchange Requirements Model
Earned Value Management
Facility Management
Functional Part
Federal Public Service
Geographic Information System
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Information Delivery Manual
Information Exchange Procedures
Industry Foundation Classes
International Framework for Dictionaries
Initial Graphic Exchange Specification
Integrated Project Delivery
Information Systems
International Standard Organisation
Level of Development, Level of Definition, Level of Detail
Microsoft
Model View Definition
National Bureau of Standards
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Open Application programming interface Specification
Project Delivery Plan
Public Private Partnership
Quantity Take-Off
Small and Medium sized Enterprises
Technology Acceptance Model
Technology-Organisation-Environment
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APPENDIX A : QUESTIONNAIRE
Dissertation: ‘Business value of a BIM-based project management platform’
Dear Sir, Madam,
I am a second cycle master student at Politecnico di Milano (IT), enrolled in the 2021-2022 BIM
Manager Program. I am writing a dissertation on the Business Value of a BIM-based software solution
(BEXEL MANAGER) that supports the project management activities of a typical design and
construction project. For my dissertation, we need to understand how companies such as yours currently
perform their typical construction activities and have prepared this questionnaire. It contains 20
questions and can be answered in a maximum of 10 minutes. I would be grateful if you can find the time
to fill it in. Your answers will be kept anonymous and confidential and will help me to bring tangible
experiences to my scientific work. The questionnaire can be completed in English or Dutch, depending
on your preference. Many thanks in advance!
Yours sincerely,
ing. Michiel BIENENS
+32 478 43 72 47
michielbienens@hotmail.com
1. Please select your language in which you want to fill in the survey (Selecteer de taal
waarin u de enquëte wilt invullen)
o English
o Nederlands
Company-related information (Informatie over de onderneming)
2. Company name (optional) (Naam onderneming (optioneel))
______________________________
3. Company type (Ondernemingstype)
o Architectural office (Architectenbureau)
o Construction company (Bouwbedrijf)
o Engineering office (Ingenieursbureau)
o Facility management company (Facility management bedrijf)
o Public sector (Openbare sector)
o Others (andere): ______________
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4. Company size (number of employees) (Bedrijfsgrootte (aantal werknemers))
o 1 – 10
o 11 – 20
o 21 – 50
o 51 – 100
o 101 – 250
o + 250
5. Your role within the company (Uw rol binnen de onderneming)
o Architect (architect)
o BIM-coordinator (BIM coördinator)
o BIM-manager (BIM manager)
o BIM-specialist (BIM modelleur)
o CDE-manager (CDE manager)
o C-level management (Directie)
o Engineer (Ingenieur)
o Projectmanager (Projectleider)
o Sitemanager (Werfleider)
o Others (andere): ______________
6. What country are you from (Uit welk land komt u)
o Belgium (België)
o Netherlands (Nederland)
o Others (andere): ______________
Definition of BIM (Definitie van BIM)
BIM is a descriptive term for a digitally enhanced collaborative design process across the built
environment. It is characterized by the creation and use of geometrically & spatially coordinated 3D
‘objects’, enhanced by associated computable data. The data is typically interrogated in a 3D
environment, and is manipulated to describe a project in many ways. (May, et al., 2015)
BIM is een beschrijvende term voor een digitaal verbeterd collaboratief ontwerpproces in de
bouwsector. Het wordt gekenmerkt door de creatie en het gebruik van geometrisch en ruimtelijk
gecoördineerde 3D “objecten”, aangevuld met bijbehorende definieerbare gegevens. De gegevens
worden doorgaans in een 3D-omgeving opgevraagd en gemanipuleerd om een project op vele manieren
te beschrijven. (May, et al., 2015)
7. Degree of knowledge of BIM (Uit welk land komt u)
o I know it and I use it
o I know it but don’t use it
o I don’t know it and I don’t use it

A-2
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8. What is BIM being used for in design stages (waar wordt BIM voor gebruikt in de
ontwerpfasen)
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑
❑

❑

Design in 3D (ontwerp in 3D)
Clash detection/checking (clash detective/controle)
Generate 2D drawings from the 3D model (2D tekeningen genereren vanuit het 3D model)
Application and re-use of Geographical Information (GIS) (Toepassing en hergebruik van
geograftische informatie (GIS))
Exchange of structured product information via a Common Data Environment (CDE)
(Uitwisseling van gestructureerde productinformatie via een gemeenschappelijke
dataomgeving (CDE)
Visualisation and animation of design based on 3D model (Visualisatie en animatie van
ontwerp op basis van 3D model)
Determining quantities (construction materials, tools, man hours) (Bepalen van
hoeveelheden (bouwmaterialen, -materielen, manuren)
4D, a 3D model linked to a construction schedule (4D, een 3D model gekoppeld aan een
constructieplanning)
5D, link with costs (5D, koppeling met kosten)
6D, additional analysis and simulation capabilities (6D, extra analyse- en
simulatiemogelijkheden)
Others (andere): ______________

9. What is BIM being used for in construction stages (Waarvoor wordt BIM gebruikt in
constructiefasen)
❑
❑
❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

4D, monitoring advancement of work (4D, voortgangscontrole van de werkzaamheden)
5D, monitoring advancement of cost (5D, toezicht op de voortgang van de kosten)
6D, additional analysis and simulation capabilities (6D, extra analyse- en
simulatiemogelijkheden)
Generate 2D drawings from the 3D model (2D tekeningen genereren op basis van het 3D
model)
Exchange of structured product information via a Common Data Environment (CDE)
(Uitwisselen van gestructureerde productinformatie via een gemeenschappelijke
dataomgeving (CDE)
Monitoring and management of material supply storage and shipping (Monitoring en beheer
van de opslag en het transport van materiaalvoorraden)
Others (andere): ______________
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10. What is BIM being used for in operation & maintenance stages (waar wordt BIM voor
gebruikt in de exploitative- & onderhoudsfasen)
❑

❑

❑
❑

Support of operation and maintenance tasks (Ondersteuning van exploitatie- en
onderhoudstaken
Compilation of a complete as built portfolio for close-out (Samenstelling van een volledige
as-build portfolio voor oplevering)
7D, facility management (7D, faciliteitenbeheer)
Others (andere): ______________

11. How important are the following aspects for the BIM business value (Hoe belangrijk
zijn de volgende aspecten voor de business value van BIM)

Constructability
(Uitvoerbaarheid)
Cost management
(Kostenbeheersing)
Customer satisfaction
(Klantentevredenheid)
Planning (Planning)
Quality management
(Kwaliteitsmanagement)
Resources management
(Management van middelen)
Time management
(Tijdsmanagement)

Not at all
important
(helemaal
niet
belangrijk)

Slightly
important
(Enigszins
belangrijk)

Moderately
important
(Matig
belangrijk)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Important
(Belangrijk)

Very
important
(Zeer
belangrijk)

12. What are the importance of the below mentioned barriers to the use of BIM? (Wat is
het belang van de hieronder genoemde belemmeringen voor het gebruik van BIM?)

BIM is not relevant to the
projects we work on (BIM
is niet relevant voor de

A-4

Not at all
important
(helemaal
niet
belangrijk)

Slightly
important
(Enigszins
belangrijk)

Moderately
important
(Matig
belangrijk)

⃝

⃝

⃝

Important
(Belangrijk)

⃝

Very
important
(Zeer
belangrijk)

⃝
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projecten waaraan we
werken)
Cost (Kosten)
Differences in expertise
among collaborating
parties in a project
(Verschillen in expertise
tussen samenwerkende
partijen in een project)
Don't see the benefit (Het
voordeel niet zien)
Lack of collaboration
(Gebrek aan samenwerking)
Lack of in-house expertise
(Gebrek aan interne
deskundigheid)
Lack of training (Gebrek
aan opleiding)
Lack of standardized tools
and protocols (Gebrek aan
gestandaardiseerde
hulpmiddelen en
protocollen)
Liability concerns
(Bezorgdheid over
aansprakelijkheid)
No client demand (Geen
vraag van opdrachtgevers)
No established contractual
framework for working
with BIM (Geen vast
contractueel kader voor het
werken met BIM)
No time to get up to speed
(Geen tijd om op stoom te
komen)
Operating system-specific
software

Not at all
important
(helemaal
niet
belangrijk)

Slightly
important
(Enigszins
belangrijk)

Moderately
important
(Matig
belangrijk)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
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(Besturingssysteemspecifieke software)
The projects we work on
are too small (De projecten
waar we aan werken zijn te
klein)
We are unsure of the
Government's commitment
to BIM (We zijn niet zeker
van de commitment van de
overheid aan BIM)

Not at all
important
(helemaal
niet
belangrijk)

Slightly
important
(Enigszins
belangrijk)

Moderately
important
(Matig
belangrijk)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Important
(Belangrijk)

Very
important
(Zeer
belangrijk)

13. How many tenders have you participated in the last two years where BIM was
required? (Aan hoeveel aanbestedingen heeft u de afgelopen twee jaar deelgenomen waarbij
BIM vereist was?)
o
o
o
o
o
o

0
1
2–5
6 – 10
11 – 25
+25

14. Which of these BIM authoring, collaboration and modelling softwares do you use?
what is your level of satisfaction? (Welke van deze BIM-ontwerp-, samenwerkings- en
modelleersoftware gebruikt u? Wat is uw graad van tevredenheid?)

AdvanceSteel
AllPlan
Archicad
BIM Collab Zoom
BIMVision
Buildsoft Diamonds
Civil 3D
Dynamo
Microstation
Navisworks

A-6

Unknown
(Onbekend)

Not used
(Niet gebruikt)

Dissatisfied
(Ontevreden)

Neutral
(Neutraal)

Satisfied
(Tevreden)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
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PowerCivil
Revit
Rhino Grasshopper
Scia engineer
Simple BIM
Solibri
Strakon
Tekla Structure

Unknown
(Onbekend)

Not used
(Niet gebruikt)

Dissatisfied
(Ontevreden)

Neutral
(Neutraal)

Satisfied
(Tevreden)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

15. Which other BIM authoring, collaboration and modelling software do you use?
(Optional) (Welke andere software voor BIM ontwerp, samenwerking en modellering gebruikt
u? (optioneel))
______________________________

16. Which of these BIM information management, CDE softwares do you use? what is
your level of satisfaction? (Welke van deze BIM-informatiebeheer-, CDE-softwares gebruikt
u? Wat is uw graad van tevredenheid?)

Aconex
Autodesk construction
cloud
BIM 360
Building in cloud
Glider BIM
ProjectWise
SoftExpert
TeamBinder
Bexel manager
CoBuilder
CostX
MS Project
Primavera
Synchro

Unknown
(Onbekend)

Not used
(Niet gebruikt)

Dissatisfied
(Ontevreden)

Neutral
(Neutraal)

Satisfied
(Tevreden)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

17. Which other BIM information management, CDE software do you use? (Optional)
(Welke andere BIM-informatiebeheer-, CDE-software gebruikt u? (optioneel))
______________________________
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BIM based project management (Op BIM gebaseerd projectmanagement)
"BIM based project management is a descriptive term for a digitally enhanced collaborative
management process in the AEC industry. It is characterised by a series of activities to determine how,
when and by whom the work, will be carried out using all conceivable and possible digital tools. It
typically includes project management planning, cost management, time management, quality
management, contract administration, work advancement, safety management and risk management."
"BIM-gebaseerd projectbeheer" is een beschrijvende term voor een digitaal verbeterd collaboratief
beheersproces in de bouwsector. Het wordt gekenmerkt door een reeks activiteiten om te bepalen hoe,
wanneer en door wie het werk zal worden uitgevoerd, waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van alle denkbare
en mogelijke digitale hulpmiddelen. Het omvat doorgaans projectmanagementplanning,
kostenmanagement, tijdmanagement, kwaliteitsmanagement, contractadministratie, werkvooruitgang,
veiligheidsmanagement en risicomanagement."

18. What part of BIM based project management are you using today? (Welk deel van op
BIM gebaseerd projectmanagement gebruikt u vandaag?)

Progress tracking
(Vooruitgang opvolgen)
Budgeting and bill of
quantities (Budgettering en
hoeveelhedenstaat)
Cash flow analysis (Analyse
van de cashflow)
Construction schedule
optimisation (Optimalisatie
bouwplanning)
Construction simulation
review
(Simulatiebeoordeling van
de werkzaamheden)
Detailed task reports
(Gedetailleerde
taakrapporten)
Executive reporting (e.g.
business intelligent
reporting) (Executieve

A-8

Not used /
Unknown
(Niet gebruikt /
Onbekend)

Microsoft
tools
(Microsoft
tools)

KPD bouwoffice
or similar
(KPD bouwoffice
of gelijkaardig)

BIM
tools
(BIM
tools)

Others
(Andere)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
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rapportage (bv. business
intelligent reporting))
KPI tracking (KPItracering)
Cost monitoring
(Kostenbewaking)
Simulation of value
construction (Simulatie van
waardeopbouw)
Productivity rates and
resource planning
(Productiviteitspercentages
en resourceplanning)
Smart automated
scheduling (Slimme
geautomatiseerde planning)

Not used /
Unknown
(Niet gebruikt /
Onbekend)

Microsoft
tools
(Microsoft
tools)

KPD bouwoffice
or similar
(KPD bouwoffice
of gelijkaardig)

BIM
tools
(BIM
tools)

Others
(Andere)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

19. Which BIM tools do you use today for BIM-based project management? (Welke BIMtools gebruikt u vandaag voor BIM-gebaseerd projectmanagement?)
______________________________

20. What is the allocated budget for investing in bim? Amount in % of turnover (Wat is
het toegewezen budget voor investeringen in bim) (Bedrag in % van de omzet))
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

< 0.1%
0.1% - 0.5%
0.5% - 1%
1% - 2%
2% - 5%
5% - 10%
> 10%
I am not aware, and do not know if there are investments (Ik ben niet op de hoogte, en
weet niet of er investeringen zijn)
o I am not aware, but know that there are investments (Ik ben niet op de hoogte, maar weet
dat er investeringen zijn)
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Feedback (Feedback)

21. General comments, feedback, suggestions on the questionnaire? (Algemene
opmerkingen, feedback, suggesties over de enquête?)
______________________________
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APPENDIX B : PARTICIPANTS EXPERT INTERVIEWS
Open ended semi-structured interviews with 23 employees in the Belgian AECO industry were
conducted. The interviews focused on how the respondents interpreted and perceived the term business
value of BIM. It also asked what factors that were perceived as enablers of and challenges to the
perceptions of business value. The semi structured approach allowed for some control over the
discussions while also allowing respondents to freely reflect on the business value of BIM. It also
allowed for the respondents to expand their elaborations on the perceived business value and discuss the
factors they perceived as enablers of and challenges to the business's value.
Table 12 – Participants expert interviews in the Belgian AECO industry

A
B
C
D
E

Industry
actor*

Current position

Engineering
General
contractor (8)
Research
General
contractor (6)
General
contractor (6)

BIM-specialist
Digital transformation
manager
PhD student

F

Research

G

Public sector
General
contractor (8)
Sub-contractor
HVAC (5)
General
contractor (7)
General
contractor (6)
Architecture
Engineering

H
I
J
K
L
M

Level of
using BIM
in daily life†
5

Years since
introduction
to BIM
3-5

Years in the
AECO
industry
14

10

9

9

10

4-6

0

Owner

2

0-2

9

BIM-manager

10

2-4

12

8

1-3

6

5

2-3

24

Project manager

2

0-1

12

Owner / Project manager

0

2

10

Junior project manager

1

0-1

3

Project engineer

0

5-6

7

BIM-manager
Expert engineering

10
2

8-10
3

14

Digital construction
researcher
Project manager

*

For contractors, the registration number of the contractor is given in brackets. To be able to conduct a public procurement of a certain type
and size, the contractor must meet a number of conditions. If this is the case, it receives recognition from the competent regional minister on
the advice of the Federal Recognition Commission. The registration is a quality label. Contractors must meet a number of conditions concerning
technical ability, financial capacity, and professional integrity. 8 is the highest registration number in Belgium
†
0: I never use BIM; 10: I use BIM daily.
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Industry
actor*
General
contractor (7)
General
O
contractor (7)
General
P
contractor (8)
Q Consultant
Sub-contractor
R
(6)
General
S
contractor (8)
T Public sector
General
U
contractor (8)
V Engineering
W Architecture
N

B-2

Current position

Level of
using BIM
in daily life†

Years since
introduction
to BIM

Years in the
AECO
industry

Cost engineer

3

0-2

10

Project engineer

0

3-4

9

Project manager

4

3-4

12

BIM expert

7

4-5

6

Site manager

0

0

2

Technical director

0

5-7

24

Implementation manager

4

4

17

Technical director

3

2-3

19

Project engineer
architect

0
2

0
5

6
16
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